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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 98 No. 24 In Our 98th Year
Making plans fur the March of Piffles in Murray and C4Iloway County which
will conienue through February 6 are, left to right, front row, Oleter Leffler,
Hazel, Willing Workers Club, Marge Hinman, County chairman for the March
of Dimes, the Rey. Julian Warren, minister of Lynn Grove and Goshen United
Methodist Churches, back row, Nancy Haneline, Coldwater United Methodist
Church, Kendy Taylor, First Presbyterian Church, and Kevin Bowen and Kristi
Bury, Calloway County High School Beta (tub. Volunteers will be wearing
buttons to identify themselves as they canvass the area for funds to help both
medically and educationally in benefits 'for the children of Murray and
Calloway County.
21 Life And Learning
Classes To Be At MSU
Twenty-one classes, including five
new ones, are being offered for the
spring semester of . Murray State
University's "Life and Learning" adult
education program.
This is the sixth consecutive semester
that the university has offered the
program'as a cornmunity service. The
non-credit, short curses are designed
primarily for leisure enrichment and
personal development, according to Dr.
Donald E. Jones, dean of continuing
education at Murray State.
There are no entrance requirements.
No grades are given, and there are no
final examinations.
. The five new courses are:
_ Star gazing to astroarchaeology,
featuring We sun, the moop and-olUi—•
heavenly bodies, each of deep concern
to ancient man for the purpose of
worship, agriculture and the passage of
time.
Decorating on a shoestring, including
discussions on basic design, color
selection and decorating ideas for the
various rooms in the house.
Yeast breads, a course in the prin-
cipals behind the preparation of yeast
breads.
Sailing,, a study of basic sailing and
seamanship techniques, and
Hosebach riding, basic instructions in
-the care and riding of the horse, and a
elass limited to 12 participants.
The remaining 16 courses include:
Amateur radio license, novice • class;
amateur radio license, advanced;
broadcast engineering; basic crappie
fishing; beginning guitar; basic
woodcraft; ballroom dancing.
Beginning bridge, beginning drawing
and painting; practical applications in
budget decorating; Hatha yoga; how to
build a Kentucky long rifle, in-
-dependent---,--needlepointin , values
clarification workshop-; Western
square danc,ing ; and part-time writing
at home.
With exception of the sailing class, all
will be taught in the evenings with
instructors from both on and off the
campus and who have expertise in
(See Life, Page 14t
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Council May Have Approved
Rezoning In Spite Of Vote
(The following article, written by
Murray Ledger & limes editor Gene
MeCutcheon, contains some opinions
and interpretations al the writer.
McCutcheon, in his ninth year on the"
staff of this newspaper, has covered the
Murray Common -Council -during the -
past she years. ) • • -•
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
A rezoning proposal that was thought
_to have been voted down by the Murray
Common Council may turn out not to
have been denied after all, this
newspaper learned Friday afternoon.
The council voted 6-4 at its regular
meeting pursday against an or-
dinance designed to rezone property
owned by Mrs. J. M. Marshall and Sid
and Loretta Jobs on 12th and Sycamore
streets respectively. Indications at the
meeting were that the negative vote
meant the automatic denial of the
rezoning request.
But research Friday afternoon
revealed that the city's master zoning
'ordinance may reauire a maiqrity vote
(7 I of the entire council t 12-) before a
recommendation from the Murray
Planning- Commission can be disap-
proved.
That section of the zoning code reads:
"The Planning Commission shall
submit the proposed zoning amend-
ment along with its recommendation to
the Murray Common Council for
adoption or denial. The procedure for
adoption of ,the proposed zoning
amendment by the Murray Couenion
Council shall be the Same as for any
other ordinance except that it shall take
a majority of the entire legislative body
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The Planning Commission had
recommended to the council that the
zoning change I* approved.
The Marshall property is north of and
adjacent to Roberts Realty on 12th
Street. The Jobs property consists of
two adjacent lots =Sycamore. _with one
_of the lots being „lust west pf Roberts
Realty and the other located at the
corner of 13th and Sycamore.
-One reason given by council mem-
bers against the zoning change was that
residents of 13th Street had objected to
the change for residential zoning.
Following Thursday night's vote the
council directed that the matter be sent
back to the planning commission with
th( iritention that only the Marshall lot
on 12th and the Jobs lot adjacent to
Roberts Realty be considered for
rezoning, eliminating the lot at the
corner of 13th and Sycamore from the
proposal. •
But the stipulation in the city's zoning
cody. may put a new wrinkle in those-
Mayor John E. Scott declined com-
ment on the city's position on the
matter late .Friday. Scott said that he
wished to get a legal opinion on the
issue before making a staienierd. • •
Loretta Jobs, who had requested the
rezoning, said she "probably will do
some further checking before I decide
what, if arty,itetion I can take.' • -
"Until I know their I the city's)
stand," Mrs. Jobs said, "I probably will
take no action.",.
The problem boils down to the in-
terpretation of the phrase: "it shall
take a majority of the entire legislative
body to override the reConintendation
of the Planning Commission." ( em-
phasis added) •
•
A majority of the entire city council ,
seems logically to mean that it would
take a minimum of seven votes from
the twelve city council members to
overrule planning commission ,
recommendations.
If that is the case, and if the or- •
dinance is interpreted in that way then
it stands to reason that even though the
vote on the first reading of the or-
dinance was six against passage and
four in faVor, it was never-the-less
approved,, due' to the Jack of
majority (7 or more) vote.
. It follows, then, that if the ordinance
is read at a subsequent council
meeting, and if six or less votes are cast
against it, it will be duly enacted into
law, since ordinances must be read and
approved on two occasion&
It will be interesting to see the final
outcome of this dilemma.
January Leaving The Same Way
It Came In Like A Polar Bear
By The AssociatedPress
January is leaving the same way it
came in — like a polar bear and is
leaving behind a mass of cold Arctic air
that dropped temperatures below zero
throughout Kentucky today.
On top of'the immediate discOmfori
from the paralyzing cold, Kentuckians
are beginning to feel more directly the
iieather's effects on schools, industries,
homes and ehergy supplies.
On the bright side, the National
Weather Service predicted sunny skies
around Kentucky today, but the
iieather bureau 4ave little indication
that there is any iltunediate relief to the
bitter cold.
Temperatures aren't expected to
exceed 15 degrees today, the bureau
said, and could get as low as 1k below
zero overnight.
By early this morning, the mercury
had dropped to 11 below in Covington.
'Compounding the problem were - winds
9f up to 15 miles an hour that made it
feel more like 45 below. .. , '
To make matters worse, the weather
bureau said it also expects below
normal teruperatiresini.elar uarx.
Even without the latest surge of cold
air, the weather bureau said this month
has already set a record for the coldest
January. The average temperature so-
far this month has been 19.2 degrees,
compared with the old record of 19.6 set
in 1918.
•• "In all • probability, people that are
around today are never going to see a
month this bad again for as long as they
live," said Richard Rogell, a weather
service meteorologist at Louisville. "It
only happens once in a century.." -
As a result of the new cold wave, the
University of Kentucky Agricultural
Extension Service issued an emergency
advisory for Kentucky beef cattle
farmers. Beef cattle specialists said the
low 'temperatures combined with the
high winds could literally freeze to
death thousands of unprotected cattle.-
Across Kentucky, activity in schools,
industries and businesses slowed as
neht cutbacks were announced in
natural- gassupplies: •
The Columbia Gas Co. of Kentucky,
which serves central and northeastern
Kentucky, asked all of its commercial
customers to close this weekend. The
company -said . the. .conservation, _
measure was necessary to assure an
uninterrupted flow of natural gas to
residential customers.
The Louisville Gas and Electric Co.
ordered more than 16,000 businesses
Friday to reduce their gas use by 35 per
cent.
The Ohio Riven remained jammed
with ice, stranding hundreds of barges
loaded with fuel oil and other coin-
ntodities. a -
The river traffic jam could lead
eventually to a- gasoline -shortage in.
Kentucky which might result in long
waits at service stations similar to
those of 1973-74, several petroleum
officials said.
Despite the problems, Gov. Julian
Carroll held off declaring an energy
emergency and -using the "awesome
powers" availabie to him,- his press
secretary, John Nichols. said.
Carroll signed an executive order late
reducingthe 1- b  -five-
, 
days to help ease the, accumulation of
makeup time of school days lost
because of the weather. •
School systems also can request five
"calamity days" to reduce make-up
days.
(See January, Page 14)
Street And Road Crews Struggle To Keep Up
J-
By Pete Wyro
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The recent break in frigid weather brought a reprieve to
most sections of Murray, but to at least two groups of
workers, it has meant more work for their, already
beleagtred crews.
The two groups are the Murray Street Department and
the Kentucky Highway Maintenance Department: Their
work can spell the difference in smooth driving for
Murray motorists; now that the streets have started to
become clear Of the snow and ice. And they can spell the
difference between costly repair bills foe wheel align-
ments, replacement tires and steering problems brought
on by irritating "pot-holes" now evident on several of the
major streets in the city.
For Murray Street Department Superintendent Robert
Butler and his eight men, keeping up with the problem of
the pot holes has meant daily surveys of the city streets,
and he estimates that presently the city faces the problem
of having "fifteen to twenty per cent" of its streets either
"having holes or brealcing.up" from the effects of the
weather and the traffic upon them.
As Butler' puts it, "The holes are caused by the weight of






when it freezes." According to Butler, the additional 
poun-
ding by the traffic then increases the amount of d
amage
done to the streets and meaning more work for his 
depart-
ment.
During the height of last Saturday's snow storm. which_
was preceeded in some parts of the city by sleet, the 
road
crews for the city worked through the night and 
the
weekend juStto keep the main city, streets open to traffic.
nuring the three weeks since the first major snow hit
Murtay this month, Butler and his crews have gone
through as many as 25 loads of cinders and as he put it.
"That salt machine the mayor got us this year has helped
PLANNING AHEAD — Above,
Sherwood Potis, Kentucky High-
way Department foremen for
Calloway Counts points out some
of the roads his rews were tasked
to repair.





IStati Phillo• by Pelt. 51, t 100
PAT( H WORli — At right, Kenny
Smith, Ralph Evans, 1. Brandon
and Leonard Schindler (left to
right), work to repair some of the
pot holes on North 12 Streit.
a lot." The machine allowed the depattEdellt to spread salt
with the cinders, a process which Flan been done by hand
and from truck beds before and which was done again this
year since the one machine couldn't meet the total need on
. thecity streets.
But what about the "pot-holes"?
According to Butler, the problem on the city side is the
weather.. still. Until temperatures go above freezing con-
sistently, the process used to repair the holes cannot work._
Basically that involves clearing the hole of its moisture
and then using a cold mixture to fill it. But the mix won't
(See Weather, Page 14)
•




FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY a. 11•77
What kind of day will SCORPIO
totnorrow be? To find out what (Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
the stars say, read the forecast Seeking an easy solution to a
given for your birth Sign. complex problem may only
compound the complications.
Face up to it, tackle it as you
should, and there'll be no sorry
aftermath.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. :3 to Dec. 21) 34410
Stress your perceptiveness. A
bit of shrewd observation will
enable you to note certain new
trends, obtain valuable In-
formstion.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
Avoid skepticism, doubt,
pestdmiem. On the other band,
don't fall for any suggestions
which have but dubious value.
erktARIES -(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mixed planetary influences.
You may be faced with
unevenness in some areas,
unexpected setbacks, but keep
on doing your best.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Magnanimous feeling and
good sound thinking should be
stressed now. While day is
friendly on the whole, it COULD
be upset by "minor" errors,
carelessness.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1/411-
Mercury influences, are
generous toward all endeavors,
but avoid impulsiveness.
Especially favored: travel and
intellectual pursuits.
C.ANCIlit
(June 22 to July 23) et)
You now ,have greater'
freedom of movement and
choice than you've had.
recently; can also expect some
invaluable help from a member
of the opposite sex.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412fg
Fine solar influences. A good
day for expansion generally,
acting on unusual ideas,
launching new projects.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your fine imaginsUon, used
constructively, sea win out
now. Never mind detractors.
YOU are one of the UP-graders
— unbeatable when you
REALLY compete.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) YELn
Quick decisions may now be
required due to suddenly
changed situations. Be ready to
think and act — but without
anxiety.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A day in which you could be
error-prone, so give careful
attention to details — especially
in domestic matters.
PISCES - -
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Look for some unusually
pleasant—ations from
those.at a distance; also, new
contacts which could prove
invaluable in a business way.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, a
dynamic personality and
limitless ambition for success.
Once set upon a goal, you let
nothing stand in your we)! —
and often find an even better
route to accomplishment.
Getting along with co-workers
Is easy for you since you attract
others without even trying. You
are intellectually inclined but,
with your delightful sense of
humor, you are a lot of fun to be
with. There's nothing aloof or
snobbish about you. Fields in
which you could excel: writing,
painting, the stage, music,
politics and statesmanship.
Birthdate of: Franklin D.




FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 31, 1977
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
the stars say, read the forecast Stellar influences encourage
given for your birth Sign. more of the grit and ingenuity
that won laurels for you in the
ARMS er7:40- past. This will be a good day for
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ' innovations.
Satisfactory progress in. SAGITTARIUS
dicated, but the good will of (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
athers-wabaimportant. -Stress— The spotlight is now on your
your amiable aide, therefore, material interests. Indications
and sPetik abruptly to no one. are that you will receive.
TAURUS something of value — and in an
(Air. 21 to May 21) 647 entirely unexpected manner.
You may encounter an CAPRICORN
unusual and somewhat knotty (Dec,-22 to Jan. 20) V
business problem. Don't try to Emphasis is on ACTION. You
wive it yourself. Consult an can now go ahead with plans
expert Or guidance. conceived last week, expanding
GEMINI your interests considerably.
(May 22 to June 21) AQUARIUS
Your capacity for handling (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) t
difficult jobs, ability to cope Where there's a difference of
with unfamiliar tasks and good opinion in a job situation,
judgment in "tight spots" may negotiate rather than argue.
be tested now. Be ready to act. Realize that you have the
CANCER necessary backing and act
(June 22 to July 23) et) accordingly.
Lunar influences somewhat poen
adverse. Shun contentious (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
matters, unscrupulous persons, A good word from the right
risky or untried ventures, source may enable you to gain
you hav
(July 24 to Aug. xi) 4/214-;: waiting for. Business and
LEO the recognition ebeen
Straining to accomplish this financial matters highly
or that may not be necessary if favored.
you review your methods.
There may be a better, more YOU BORN TODAY are an
efficient way; consider new and • affectionate person, but are
helpful devices, often not demonstrative. You do
VIRGO opt& your best in a bright,
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) al progressive climate; are en-
As with Gemini, adjustments, dowed with fine business
revisions, unexpected situations acumen and artistic ap-
may be the order of the day. predation. But you may
Take all in stride and channel hesitate too long to take a
energies judiciously, chance, so lose an opportunity.
LIBRA .n_r2E Many entertainers, architects,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) — journalists and painters have
Not a good day in which to been Aquarius-born. Birtlidate
speculate, but a fine one in of: Tallulah Bulkhead, Carol
which to seek information Chiming and Eddie Cantor,
regarding future investments. American stage stars.
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The Christie Ideation Committee of On First Christie Chard
Cordially links You To See The Preach.. el
THE STORY OF MOSES
adapted lor the chased Iron he aneitheatre nodoction
6:30 PM, Sunday Evening, February 6, 1977
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Plane Ky. Dr Den C ton Minister
• Toots avai
lable al the path Office Arkits: S2. Whim SI
J
--Miss Malybeth-Ctiv-anfulgli Becomes
Bride Of Mr. Downs At Stt.Leo's
The niarriage-- of --Miss
Marybeth Cavanaugh,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John T. Cavanaugh, to
William Stan Downs, son of W.
T. Downs and the late
Margaret • Downs all of
Murray, was solemnized in a
December ceremony at St.
Leo's Catholic Church of
Murray.
The Rev, Paul Welch and
the - Rev, Martin Mattingly
performed the double ring
ceremony at six p. m.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Diane
Dixon: The traditional wed-
ding marches were used for
the processional and' the
recessional.
The ceremony- was 'per-
formed before the altar which
was centered with a beautiful
sterling silver appointment
with' pink carnations, pink
roses, accented with greenery
and white baby's breath. On
each side of the altar stood a
floral arrangement of pink
gladioli; pink carnations,
accented with eucalyptus.
Also on each side of the altar
stood a spiral candelabrum.
The pews were decorated with
candles and pink carnations.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
In marriage by her parents,
was radiant in her bridal gown
created in Chantilly type lace
with a fitted bodice dipping to
a point below the waistline
with, a Sabrina neck and long
fitted sleeves ending in Calla
points over the wrist. The
bouffant skirt was tiered
layers of lace sweepinif to a
Cathedral length train.-
Her only jewelry was a
pearl necklace worn by her
mother in her wedding 27
years ago.
She, ,carried a bouquet of
white rose - buds and
stephanotis, accented with
white baby's breath.
Mrs. Coleen Linn, sister of
the bride, served as matron of
honor. The bridesmaids were
Miss Melonie Hutchens and
Ilr. and 1Irs. JJ illium .titan Downs
Miss Rita Brandon. Miss Lisa
Houston, niece of the groom,
served as flower girl.
The attendants wore
identical floor length gowns of
pastel pink qiana knit with a
removable burgundy coat
featuring a fitted midriff and
attached hood edged in pastel
pink marabou fur.
Each of the attendants
carried a bouquet of Pink
carnations, pink rose buds and
baby's breath. The flower girl
carried a white wicker basket
from which she dropped pink
rose petals before the bride
walked down the aisle.
Steve Downs, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
DeoA
_-. By Abigail Van., Buren
Don't Scold Son
For Girlie Mag
DEAR ABBY: I found a girlie magazine in my
16-year-old son's room, so I confiscated it without saying
anything. Should I mention it to him, or let him wonder
what happened to it? I'm sure he didn't buy it. It's four
months old and looks like it has been passed around quite a
bit.
My reasons for hestiating to question him are:
(1) I wanted to wait until my panicky feelings subsided;
i2) I wanted to get an outsider's opinion:
(3) I did not want to make him feel guilty.'
I still feel guilty from being lambasted by my mother
when I was 9 and she caught me discussing with playmates
how cows and horses got pregnant (we lived on a farm).
And I am now 50!
How should I handle this with my son?
WORRIED MOM
DEAR MOM: Return the magazine. Even a 16-year-old
is entitled to some privacy. And if, after 41 years, you still
feel "guilty" for having discussed how cows and horses
mate, you should be reminded that most kids that age
discuss such things. Your curiosity was normal and
natural, and so is your son's. If he becomes preoccupied
with "girlie magazines," • talk is in order. If not, get over
your unearned guilt, and don't add to his.
DEAR ABBY: Last Sunday my husband and I were at
my mother's when my in-laws dropped in unexpectedly on
their way home from church. Ed (my husband) was
watching a foothill game on TV in the living room where
everyone gathered to talk. Ed's mother told him to turn
down the TV.
He turned it down a little and drew his chair up closer to
it and continued totratch while the rest of tie continued-to
talk. The noise of the'TV made it difficult for us to hear, so
finally Ed's mother walked over to the set and turned it
With that, Ed stomped out of the house in a huff and
took off in his car. What do you think of. 24-year-old man
acting like that?
ASHAMED
DEAR ASHAMED: I would say that in this case,
rudeness was an inherited trait.
DEAR ABBY: Ian, a nude teacher with no experience as
a parent, but I have a suggestion for parents.
I teach third graders, and recently one class project of
mine was to have the (children make paper placemats. One
little girl said she wasn't going 'to take hers home because
her mother would only throw it away. She said her parents
never showed appreciation for what she did, so she never
tried very hard on the projects. Isn't that a sad way for a 9
year old to feel?
When I did prbjects in school, my mother taped them to
the refrigerator to show off to her friends, even if they
weren't the most beautiful. My parents also came to all my
band and choir perforroseees. This show of concern made
me feel important, wanted and loved—feelings very
important to children.
Parents, please take a few minutes to make your chtd
feel like the most important person on the earth, and your
child will return that love many times over.
LISTENING TO CHILDREN
DEAR LIBTENBN41: Ar better comment bae.never been
received or more glsidly passecLaksig...— 
The groomsmen were Gary
Houston, brother of the
groom, and Kenny Overby.
, They all wore black tuxedoes
with white stephanotis
boutonnieres.
The groom wore a black
tuxedo, with black satin
cummerbund and white
ruffled shirt. He wore a white
rose.
The ushers were Charles
Cavanaugh, brother of the
bride, Mike Discit/I.-and Ralph
Rogers. The ushers lighted the
candles on the pews and
candelabrum.
Mrs. Janice Cavanaugh,
sister-in-law of the bride, kept
the guest register.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Cavanaugh chose to
wear an emerald green floor
length skirt and matching top_
trimmed in pearls.
Mrs. Gladys Nuston,
grandmother of the groom,
wore a dusty rose street length
dress. Both wore corsages of
white orchids.
-The wedding was directed
by Mrs. Evelyn Dixon.
Reception
After the wedding the
reception was hosted by the
bride's parents at the Kenlake
Hotel with a buffet dinner
being served.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Dixon
provided the organ music for
dancing after the dinner.
The bridal party table was
covered with a white satin
cloth and centered with a
sterling silver vase with pink
roses, pink carnations, and
white baby's breath accented
with burgundy streamers.
Pink champagne was
served for the toast, given by
Gary Houston, brother of the
groom.
The bride's table was
covered with a white satin
cloth and held the three tiered
wedding cake decorated with
a bride and groom statuette on
the .top layer and pink car-
natiEns on the second tier. A
sterling silver punch bowl was
used to serve the punch.
Completing the table setting
was a candelabrum holding
white tapers and pink car-
nations and roses.
Serving the cake were Mrs..
Renee Linn and Mrs.. Marilyn
Flood. The punch was served
by Miss Cathy Reidy, cousin of
the. bride.
Later in the evening the
couple left for a wedding trip*
to Lake Barkley Lodge: The
bride wore her mother'
corsage to accent her, en-
semble.
The new Mr: and Mrs.
Downs are residing in their
new home on Murray Route
Six.
Out Of Town Guests
Among the out of town
guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Rocco Verive and John, of
Melrose Park, Ill.; Dan and
Jim Cavanaugh, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Asaro and Michele,
all of Hillside, Ill.; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh and
Brian, of LaGrange Park, Ill.;
John Reidy and daughter,
Cathy, of Villa Park, Ill.; Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Downs, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Ed Downs, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack McKinney, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Houston and Lisa,
all of Paducah; Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Robinson,, Mrs. Era
Mae Miller, and Brad and




Recital by, Ann Logue,
sophomore soprano from
Gallatin, Tenn., will be at two
p.m., and recital by Cynthia
Chittenden, Hampton, senior
piano, will be at 3:30 p.m.,
both in Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Chili supper for the
congregation of the First
Presbyterian Church will be
at six p. m.
Sunday, January 30
Billy Graham film, "For
Pete's Sake," will be shown at
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at seven
p. m.
Billy Graham film, "His
Land," will be shown at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
at six p. m.
Sunday, January 30
Fifth Sunday Singing of
Blood River Baptist
Association will be at Scotts
Grove Baptist Church at 1:30
p. m.
Monday, January 31
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p. m.
--- - 
January Bible Study will be
at First Ba Church
The Murray Ledger SZ Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
seven p. m.
Pend at
Meals for senior citizens will




film will be it 12:45 p. m.
'Shower for the family of
Mrs. Helen Hounshell and her
six ,children, who lost their
trailer home and contents by
fire, will be held ih. the
basement of the Palestine
United Methodist Church from
ten a. m. to noon. For in-




will meet at Graves -County-
Court House, Mayfield, at
seven p. M.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
•-e
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
borne of Mrs. A. B. Austin at
two p. m..with the program by
Mrs. Lassie Pickard.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a. m. with the Executive
Committee to meet at nine a.
m. and coffee to be served at
9:30 a. m., weather per-
mitting.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
"follOws: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Paul Lyons and
Dorothy with Mrs. Homer
Miller, both at ten a. m. and
Bea Walker in church parlor








The Murray Ledger & Times
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $30.00
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken-






Dollar savings on your electric bill can come from
paying attention to the penny-saving details, like drying
clothes efficiently.
Avoid overdrying. It shortens fabric life and sets
wrinkles. Two half loads" will obviously use about twice
as much electricity as one full load. So dry full loads, but
don't overload. Clean the lint filter after each load to as-
sure free air flow, and be sure your dryer is vented to the
outside. Line dry on sunny days and save the convenience
of your dryer for bad weather.
Following these tips will let you enjoy the conven-
ience of yclur clothes dryer without wasting electricity
and money.
11112I
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Outdoof 14 0 fe
Outdoor lore is dedicated to the hunters fishermen and others etto enioy the out oldoors
Fall and Winter
A DOUBLE PURPOSE TREE STAND — The recent
cold spell demanded all crawl spaces and house vents
to be closed. One area hunter found another use for
his Baker tree stand, known to some as an express
elevator (down only), by plugging up his crawl space
with the "not in use" stand. He claims it may remain
there year 'round after his taking an unexpected trip
from the 12th floor (12 feet up a tree) down to the 8th
floor (8 feet up the tree,),
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 120 St 7513226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
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Butch Greer Outdoor Editor
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The problem of deer
poaching in Calloway County
exists - to what Went 119.9nc
can actually say. It would
appear, however, that with the
recent concentrated efforts to
somewhat curtail that ac-
tivity, the offenses are on a
downward trend. The "off
season" and the last three
court cases have probably
contributed to the drop too.
We have tried to make
sportsmen aware of the
poaching problem. In doing so
we have defined that problem,
analyzed the offenders, and
have offered information on
how to report violations.. We
have expressed the need for a
public awareneSs program to
instill and reinforce social
unacceptability of the act.
It would be appropriate for
the Frankfort gang to lend
their expertise in launching
the public awareness
program. The planning could
be done now and the program
implemented just prior to the
fall hunting season. We plan to
pursue this idea with the
Department of Fish & Wildlife
Resources. Some area
sportsmen have pledged their
support and help. When the
time comes we know you will
respond.
Another channel to pursue
as a deterent to the poaching
problem is the request for
stiffer - penalties.
.. The .18W-8PeciticallY. .818tek.__Iroin a haat._ The arrestwas
"It shall be unlawful for any
person to cast the rays of a
spotlight, jacklight, or other
artificial lighting devices on
any highway or in any field,
woodland, or forest, while
having in his possessitin, or
under his control, a firearm or
other implement by which a
deer or rabbit could be killed,
even though such game be not
shot at, injured or killed."
This violation carries a
minimum fine of $100 and a
maximum fine of $500. In my
opinion, and several other's,
We have seen too many
minimum or near minimum
fines levied to those rascals
who visit the court.
Check out the following
Tennessee incident.'
Veteran Tennessee Re-
sources Wildlife Agency Law
Enforcement Officers Jim
Miller and Lewis Bourne and
Assistant Area Supervisor
Everett Smith recently ap-
prehended two Ripley hunters
for a variety of illegal hunting
practices. The men, Danny
Ray Holmes and Rufus
Bohannon Jr. were ap-
prehended on December 20
and each was charged with the
illegal possession and tran-
sportation of a doe deer, ex-
ceeding the limit on raccoons
and headlighting raccoobs
made near the Hatchie River
in Haywood County.
Holmes and Bohannon were
cited to Haywood County
General Sessions Court and
appeared before General
Sessions-Judge Jimmy Prince
where they pleaded guilty to
all charges and were fined a
total of $237.00 each, received
3 months suspended jail
sentences each and had their
hunting priviledges revoked
for one year. Equipment
confiscated from the men at
the time of the arrest included
a 1975 GMC 4-wheel drive
truck, a boat, outboard motor,
boat trailer, a 3" magnum
Browning shotgun and a
spotlight. The confiscated
equipment is reportedly
valued at or near $10,000.00.
Our officers can sieze
contraband too. The law
defines the disposition of guns,
vehicles, illegal devices,- etc.
Where do those rifles and
shotguns go that our court has
confiscated. . .?
Your views and comments
are encouraged.
Off Season Months Give Time
To "Freshen Up"
Hunting And Fishing Equipment
By Hope Carleton
Director of Public Relations
Department of Fish & WildWe Resources
It's that "in-between" time
of year again when few
sportsmen are afield in quest
of game or fish. Blame it on
the weather or lethargy
whatever most of us are
spending a lot of time sitting
before a roaring fire perhaps
dreaming of the spring fishing
seasons or maybe even next
fall's hunting.
But if we're really going to
enjoy those future fishing and
hunting trips we should put a
little action into our current
daydreams and make some
necessary preparations.
The fisherman should start
now in order to have all of his
gear in readiness for spring.
Boats trailers and motors
should have been winterized
by now and if they haven't get
at it. This means that the
lower unit of the outboard
motor should be drained and
the proper gear lubrication
replaced. The carburetor and
the gas tank should also be
drained. Then the spark plugs
need to be removed and a light
weight oil squirted into the
piston areas. Next turn the
engine over several times in
order to lubricate the cylinder
walls as well as the pistons.
Finally the entire motor
should be wiped off with an
oily rag.
The trailer also needs a
complete inspection and
necessary repairs made now.
Check the wheel bearings
brake and marker lights
winch cable and hook. Touch
up any rust spots and inspect
the resting areas where the
boat comes into contact with
the trailer.
The boat needs attention
too, starting with a complete
cleanup of the inside and
outside. Don't forget to check
the running lights as well and
be sure all life-saving
equipment and other extras
that go with your craft are in
good working order.
If there are problems with
your rig which you can't take
care of yourself, now is the
time to take it in to your
favorite boat and motor shop.
Don't wait until a day or two
1 FRESHEST Bad Available 11
The Lakes Area ,
Quality a Quantity Guaranteed
2 Af4t t Ent Hoy 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
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COMMIIHOO Stamp Proffitt: In
39th Year Of Helping Wildlife -
And Natural Resources
"Wildlife and Water" has




The theme will be carried
out in,a sheet et 36 full-color
stamps made from paintings
by some of the country's top
wildlife artists. The stamps
will be distributed by NWF in
mid-January. •
Like all living things; each
species portrayed on the
stamps need water. Even the
desert kangaroo rat„.._ which
never sips water but makes its
own water from starch in
seeds it eats, indirectly need
water. Without water there
before that first fishing trip or
you might find you'll have to
postpone it.
Fishing tackle also needs
your undivided attention and
these long winter evenings are
perfect times. Check your
rods for frayed wrappings,
cracked or grooved guides
and, generally, just give them
a good going-over. The reels
need cleaning up and old- line
should be removed and
replaced. Then, if that rod or
reel needs repair beyond your
expertise, take it to your local
sporting goods store for repair
Or shipment back to the lac-
t4rY. r
Before visiting the sporting
goods .store, hoiever, your
tackle box needs a complete
check and cleanup.. Lures
need to be repaired, hooks
sharpened and an inventory
made to determine items that
should be replaced or added
to the tackle box so that it will
be fully equipped for that first
jaunt. (A 1977 fishing license
might well be the first item on
this list.)
could be no seeds for the
kangaroo rat.
Other Conservation Stamp
subjects featured this year
include the moose, mink,
osprey, brown pelican, West
Indian flamingo, white-eyed
vireo, black-crowned night
heron, kind eider, dolphin,
green-sunfish, and manta ray.
The Federation, which has
issued itS now-familiar
stamps since 1438, has also
produced a Conservation
Stamp Album in which to
display, them. Thealbum tells
the story behind each stamp
subject. An essay inside the
front cover reminds the
reader of the different water
COMMONS Amps Offend By NWF
The osprey stamp by wildlife artist A.). Rudisill is one
of a series of 36 stamps being offered by the National
Wildlife federation. Each is-carefully detailed and
checked for scientific accuracy.
And once...you move away
from that fire, and out to the
sporting goods store or boat
and motor shop, you might
take a httle more time and
drop by a sport, boat and
vacation show, if there hap-
pens .to be • one open in your
area. These shows offer a good
chance to see new equipment
and pick up information on
Arens  _yott_and_the
might want to visit this spring
and summer.
If you're a hunter, now's the
time to start thinking about
checking, cleaning, repairing
and storing your equipment so
it. will be ready for next fall.
Firearms and archery
equipment need a complete
cleanup and if there are worn
parts that need replacing,
don't wait until fall. Do it now.
Hunting gear needs to be.
checked, cleaned and stored;
knives should be sharpened
and, in fact, all your hunting
equipment should be in top.
shape before it is stored.
Hunting dogs also ,need
attention at this time of year
and a trip tothe vet would be a
good place to start. Be sure
that the dog house is warm
and draft-free so your faithful
friend will stay warm and
healthy and in good shape for
those future seasons which the
two of you will share in the
field.
Once you've accomplished
all this, you can go back to
your daydreams by the fire
with a clear conscience but,
who knows, maybe it'll- be
time to go fishing instead. ,
641 Super Shell
appy oliday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCtURE GRAYSON McCLURE
?r,k,o t ,g/4 04 Murray for 1 m Turn r,ghr on 280
fr,'Inw 280 for 7 mdes post dormer s Grocery Take
e,nr 6, top ,nra Panorama and Follow block,op fo your rrgAt
Telephone 502-4364483
needs of various animals. The
essay inside the back cover
notes some of the ways man
has changed wildlife's water




A set of stamps cost $1, an
album is $1, or a set of stamps
with album is $2.
Conservation Stamps. were
initiated after an anonymous
letter writer in 1937 made the
suggestion to the then newly-
founded NWF. Funds raised
thibutE- "
have helped wildlife and the
nation's natural resources
since 1938, when President
Franklin D. Roosevelt bought
the first sheet of stamps and
thus focused national at-
tention on the problem.
The Conservation Stamp
program, which grows yearly
in popularity, attracts the
services of such leading
wildlife artists as Donald R.
Eckleberry, Roger Tory
Peterson, Maynard Reece,
Charles L. Chuck) Ripper..
and Anthony J. Ruclisill. These
artists' work are among those
reproduced on the 1977
stamps. Water-colors are the
preferred medium for stamp
painting; every detail is
carefully checked for scien-
tific accuracy.
People wanting to order
stamps and-or albums should
write: Dept. 2077, National
Wildlife Federation, 1412 16th,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
20036.
The Des! Time To Fish
By T. Layton Shepard
Most dyed in the wool
fishermen agree the best time
to go fishing is whenever you
can get away. However, that
may not be the best time to
feel it's barometric pressure,
others, water temperature,
air temperature, wind
direction and time of day.
The Solunar theory is
probably one of the most
credible. Do the Solunar
Tables really work? It says in
effect the sun and moon in-
fluence the activities of all
livinuthings. Man, with ex-
tremely dull senses, feels
these effects less than fish and
game. As tht-gravitational
pull of the moon creates a high
tide it also initiates a major
Solunar period. The opposite
_aide of the earth is also under
the influence of a high tide and
major Solunar period. If this
could be seen it would give the
impression of a circle being
tugged at on opposite sides.
The areas being directly
pulled on would be high tide
And major &Amer areas. The
two sides of the circle shrunk
together by this pulling would
be low tide or minor Solunar
• areas. Roughly speaking,
major Solunar periods occur.
about 12 hours apart. A major
Solunar at 12:00 noon would
mean another major Solunar
period will occur in, the same
area at 12:00 midnight. Minor
periods are directly opposite
each other also. So in the
previously mentioned cir-
cumstances a minor period
- would occur at 6 a.m. and
another at 6 p.m.
What actually  causes fish 
and game to become active
during Solunar periods. Ac-
cording toto theory the-
gravitational affect of the
moon also changes the
magnetic field of the earth.
During Solunar periods the
earth receives a bom-
bardment of cosmic rays,
which produce a great amount
of negative ions. The amount
of negative ions is supposedly
responsible for the activity.
Actually, fish aren't
guaranteed to bite during
Solunar periods. They do
indicate the time of day 'fish
and game are most likely to be
active. I've followed the
Tables for a number of years.
Countless times fish have gone-
into feeding sprees when a
minor or major Solunar period
occurred. Following the
Tables-may mean getting up a
little earlier or staying a little
later but the reward is often
worth it. If you'd like to obtain
a copy of the 1977 Solunar
Tables, send $1.50 plus 15
cents . 1st class handling tier
copy to Mrs. Richard Alden
Knight, P. O. Box 207. Wm-
toursville, Pennivarir,r
17754
Untroyol. Gumbo and he!, n Tres
BUCKS BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore 753-5142 4,
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1977 Fisherman's Guide
tailillit.onamair Iminniniaavan.. aremin
- mow es me
A FREE Offer
Mepps' new Fisherman's Guide is just Off the press.
Filled with photos, fishing tips, new-ideas and proven
methods that A,ork, the 1977 Guide is really loaded. It's
great for the averag-e fisherman, as well as the eltpe.rt.
The Guide contains a Field & Stream- entry blank and
describes the popular -Kiepps Mister Angler Award
program. Clip out and use this coupon lo receive. your









On The Trail Of
The Wikl Turkey
Itoseems that whenever I
hunT turkeys it rains.
As a -matter of fact', no
matter what I hunt it seems
that I have to do it in the rain..
Being a bowhunter doesn't,
make hunting in therain any
fun at all. Besides a wet body,
I have to fight wet equipment.
Any bowhunter who knows
what it's about knows what a
little water. will do to a
bowhunting rig. Never-the-
less, here I was in the • rain
again: on the trail of the wild
turkey. •
This particular day I was
hunting a spot that a visiting
biologist had told me about.
He had trapped turkeys in the
same area as part of his study,
and he told me that there was
a good ,sized drove still there.
The afternoon before the
opening day of hunting, I had
stationed myself on a ridge
whqrelhad seen a good deal
of flli'y sign. I wanted to
"put the gobbler to bed,"
which meant that I was going
to wait until the turkeys went
to the roost and then listen for
the gobbling that they do when
they settle in for the night.
:0,000 kw, sell" cathloss to toI fit s.l50
Welk Fargo COMMONOrlithe
Carbine Being Introduced
A new, special limited-
edition lever action firearm —
the WINCHESTER Wells
Fargo & Co., Commemorative
Carbine — has been. in-
troduced this year by the
Winchester-Western Division
of Olin Corporation, in honor
of the 125th anniversary of
Wells Fargo.
(Today's wells Fargo 81,
Company is the holding
company of Wells Fargo
Bank, headquartered in San
Francisco, which continues
the banking part of the ex-
press and banking business
started by Wells Fargo in
1852.)
rommemorative, William F.
Steck-\ vice president for
marketing, Winchester-
Western, said that the limited-
edition firearm is designed to
salute the people of Wells
Fargo and the significant part
they played in developing the
western frontier. "Both Wells
Fargo & Company and the
Winchester repeating rifle are
synonymous with our early
western history," Mr. Steck
added, "and we feel that a
special Winchester lever
action commemorating that
exciting- era is most ap-
propriate in 1977."
Since fewer than 20,000 will
be manufactured, it is an-
ticipated that the new com-
memorative will be eagerly
sought after by collectors.
The WINCHESTER Wells
Fargo _& Co. Commemorative
Carbine, in 30-30 caliber, has
an antique silver-finish
receiver, handsomely
engraved on both sides.
Depicted on the left side is a
classic Concord coach drawn
by six horses, bordered with
decorative scroll. The right
side shows a frontier town, the
initials "W. F. & Co.," the
dates "1852-1977," all rimmed
by the same scroll that is
engraved on the opposite side.
The gun's extended forearm
and straight grip buttstock of
semifancy American walnut
feature deep cut checkering
and a satin finish. Inlaid in the
stock,„ a nickel-silrer
stagecoach medallion bears
the inscription: "Wells 'Fargo
& Co. — 1852-1977 — 125
Years.':
Equipped with a blade front
sight and semibuckhorn rear
sight, the carbine's 20-inch
barrel is encircled by two
typically western-style barrel
bands. Engraved on the right
side of the Winchester Proof-
A friend of 'mine had put
me onto this tactic; he told me
that old-timers in L. B, L. did
it this way years ago.
I was rewarded with several
booming "gobbles" from the
area that had been pointed out
to me. Spotting the great birds
would be difficult, but at least
I would have a promising start
come morning,
There is nothing in nature
that is as exciting to me as a
wild turkey "gobble!"
Sohiething about this sound
sends chills down my spine.
With great anticipation, I
pointed my car toward L.' B. L.




408 N. 4th 753-6779
Specializing in servicing tires and 0•wheel drive vehicles




'Rocket 8 Cal Chrome Wheels
Murray Home & Auto
lie more for the
Outdoor -Sportsman
Murray's Sear,̀








Steel barrel is the legend:
"Wells Fargo & Co. 1852-
1977." All external parts,
including a saddle ring and
curved wrap-around butt-
plate, are of highly polished
,.blued steel. -
The new WINCHESTER
Wells Fargo 8g Co. Corn-
% memorative Carbine is
packaged in a special sleeve
with original art com-
missioned by Winchester-
Western. Entitled "The State
Is Coming," the illustration
captures the sense of keen
excitement caused by the
imminent arrival of the Wells
Fargo & Co. stagecoach in a
western frontier town. The
well-known illustrator Joseph
Ferrara created the sleeve
art.
The nickel-silver
stagecoach medallion in the
carbine's buttstock was
commissioned expressly for




WINCHESTER Wells Fargo &
Co. Commemorative Carbine
carries a suggested retail
price of $350.00 each.
and drove off to, what I hoped
would berrny first encounter
with a wild turkey. Now enter"
the afore mentioned rain. It
never fails; it just rains.
Several weeks before the
hunt I had prepared a ground
blind in the area that showed
so much turkey activity. I
hoped that, combined with
total camouflage, the ground
blind would conceal me Untit I
could complete my draw on
the wild turkey that I wanted
to lure within range.
My bow would be placed in
an up-right position ready for
immediate action.
The ground had been swept
of all-leaves and sticks which
could make a sound under
foot. The only handicap would
be shooting from the sitting
position; but I had practiced
shooting from the position and
I knew that I could do it when
the time came.
The only part of the hunt
which really had me worried.
was trying to make the shot
and not getting caught at it.
This is a real hassle to the
turkey hunter; he just can't
move much when there is a
turkey around.
Another_ concern was
making the wrong sound like a
hen yelp that' sounds. like a
Tom.
Although I had practiced
endlessly with my box-call,
and listened to the demon-
stration record so many times
that my wife was ready to
throw both myself and the
record out. I just swasn't
confident enough to do much
calling.
Maybe I couldn't call very
well; but I sure could work the
"cluck" on the hen side of the
box-call. I knew that a
"cluck" would get the old
gobbler interested just .ibout
as quickly as good "yelps."
Ab.good friend had warned
me not to call too much, and
above all, not to get in a hurry,
mess up, and make a sound
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods Dept.




lurt Guns 8 Ammo
:Huy. 641 South Phone 753-9491
Storey 'S
FoodOlad
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322
•
°DK Land Between The lakes
Short Shots From
Land Between The Lakes
that didn't sound like what a
turkey would really say. A
"blowarall," caused by being'
in a hurry, was just as bad-as
not knowing hen talk from
gobbler talk.
Really it was . too late to
worry about what I did or
didn't know because it was
almost time to be in the woods.
The rain was still coming
down; but 1 Woad -rather be.
wet, and out in the woods
doing the things that I love,
than dry and in town. It seems
funny that one should feel that
• way, but that's the. way it is.
Have you ever wondered
how much 'mud one boot can
carry? The answer to that
question relies soley on the
size of the boot. My size 9's can
carry about ten pounds of mud
each, and it's good exercise
pulling-your feet eut of the-goo
at every step_ .
The rain stopped about the
time that I.reached my blind
and got settled in. I was wet,
but my call was dry. Thank
, goodness for small favors.
. I listened intently for the
first sounds of the morning.
Maybe I would hear a "tree-
yelp" or an early "gobble."
After a while it had begun to
get light a little. I hadn't heard
anything so I decided to cause
a little stir in the woods.
I took out my trusty Ole owl
call, and attempted to
duplicate the sound.of an owl'
just the way the directions
said to. One, two, three, hoot,
hoot, hoot! The owl call
performed flawlessly. The
-rain began to fall again.
Another string of "hoots'
went Out into the dark, still no
answer.
The rain St6citied-ViRir
Time to bring out the heavy
weapons. A couple of "clucks"
went out into the semi-
darkness. Surely that old bird
would answer a great cluck
like that last one. Silence
again,
The last weapon was the





zoologist, will deliver -the
keynote presentation at the
8th annual Eagle Weekend at.
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park, Friday through Sunday,
February 18-20, 1977.
Fowler, former associate





will deliver two presentations
during the special weekend —
one at 3 p.m. on Saturday to
include an exhibition of live
birds of prey, and the other at
8 p.m. that evening on "Harpy
Eagle-Flying Wolf of the
AinazOn..7 .
The program will begin
Friday evening at the Lake
Barkley Lodge Convention
Center. Program presen-
tations will include a survey of
communal roosts at Land
Between The Lakes, eagle
legalities, and eagles of
Reelfoot Lake. Guided field
trips to Land Between The
+Lakes, TVA's public outdoor
recreation area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee, are
box-call. Yelps will bring the
old devil out. Yelps will do it
every time!
So I yelped. Timidly at first
and then with the gusto of a
hound dog.. It must have
sounded like a turkey con-
vention up there On the ridge;
but the old devil wouldn't
make a sound.
About ten o'clock I had all
bur kiVerf up Me game. The
weather had cleared. The sun
was shining as! headed for the
road. "Guess I must have-
done something wrong, guess
just close out for today and
try again," I thought.
As I started up the road I
was startled to see movement
out of the corner of my eye. I
knew in an instant that I was
looking at a wild turkey as he_
flew by just a little over head
high.
There was nothing to do;
really. He had seen me on the
glide-in and he hit the ground
tumbling and running all at
once. The gobbler was .gone
more quickly than he had
come, and I was still standing
in the road with my bowin one
hand, and my trusty box-call
in the other.
It had been a gobbler, I was
sure of that much. His beard
hung down from his breast in a
crescent shape. The only
sound had been a slight
whistle just like a light air-
craft gliding along with the
engine shut down.
The mud, rain, and the long
vrairacit Act the road -were
forgotten. I had seen the
elusive wild turkey. To see
him is to be hooked forever!
Mrs. Drew has already
threatened to throw me out of
the house along with my new
8-track turkey call demon-
stration tape. Life goes on at
402 South Ninth Street in
Murray, Kentucky.






Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
kg I wo Is on
WPM'S Department
scheduled for Saturday and
Sunday mornings. Bald and
golden eagles winter in the
quiet bays and inlets a the
170,000-acre recreation area.
--This 8th annual Eagle
Weekend is sponsored by TVA
In cooperation with the
Kentucky Department of
Parks.
.' For lodging information
write or call Lake Barkley
State Resort Park, Route 2,
Cadiz, Kentucky 42211,
telephone (502) 924-1171, or for
additional information on
_Eagle Weekend write or call
TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Ken-
tucky 42231, telephone (502)
924-5602.
Hunting Season Closes
The official hunting season
for rabbit will close January •
31 in both the Kentucky and
Terihtssee portions of Land.
Between The Lakes. Raccoon
and opossum hunting seasons
will close January n in both
Kentucky and Tennes,see.
Feeders Benefit Birds,
Bird feeders erected last





throughout the major public
use facility areas.
The feeders, stocked with a
mixture of seed,:, are serving
as a demonstration of non-
game wildlife management,
and as a visitor- interest
project that can be carried out
in backyards.
A LIMIT OF SQUIRRELS — Jeff Chadwick displays a •
limit of squirrels he bagged before the season went out.
He was hunting with Allen Bucy in the eastern part of
the county. Jeff lives at 1613 Parklane Drive in Murray.
Do people go fishing to catch fish? It
would seem to be elementary, my Dear
Watson. It isn't. In fact, there's nothing
elementary about it. Quite complex' hu-
man motives are at work at least among
the 524 salmon anglers extensively inter-
viewed recently in the Vancouver, B.C.,
area by Canadian Environmentalists. Al.
most V4 (22 percent) of the anglers were
fishing as an excuse "to be outdoors."
Almost as many (18 percent) were there
to "take it easy and get rid of tension." A
mere 13 percent wanted to "eat fresh fish"
—about the same number that fished as a
"change from working pressure" (12 per-
cent).
1M"'•,
Ali/SIOM /10/0/1 By Meaty
-from Kawasakis to Kenworths-






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Echoes From The Past
The place that Dr. Charles Lewis and
his wife Lucy, along with their three
sons, Lilburn, 'sham, and Randolph,
and their three daughters chose for
their home was at the top of a rocky hill
— hence its name. The stones for its
foundation were quarried from the
bottom of the hill, and that quarry is
just about the only way a person can
now tell where Lucy Jefferson Lewis
lived at one time. In order to get to the
top of the hill, one had to take a winding
road, which is now merely a rocky path,
which led to bluff, from which it is
said the Ohio river could be seen at that
time.
It has been said that Lucy and her
family stayed pretty much to them-
selves. Lllburn's fie* wife had died in
childbirth shortly after their arrival,
but he remarried very soon. Dr. Lewis
was known to be a moody and with-
drawn man, but with the sons' families
and their slaves, the Lewis family
 cortunimity of its. own, with
Lucy's house, complete with its
."Virginia windows" at the tap of the hill
and the slave cabins at the bottom.
Lucy evidently didn't get to enjoy her
Kentucky home very long, because in
1811, barely three years after their
arrival, she was to join her daughter-in-'
law in the family burial plot at the top of
the hill. And within a few short months,
the Lewis family in its entirety was to
be gone from Rocky Hill.
After Lucy's death, Dr. Lewis and his
three younger daughters moved away
from Rocky Hill, leaving 'sham and
1.4burn in charge. About the llth of
(.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes. stories and familr notes.)
Written By Judith A. Maupin
ROCKY HILL
December, 1811, Letitia, Lilburn's
second wife had given birth to her first
child and was still bedridden. The only
source of water for the plantation was
from a well at the foot of the hill. So the
story goes, Lilburn noticed that the
water supply had been depleted, so he
sent George, one of the slaves down to
the well for more water. Instead of
taking the bucket, George picked up a
container which might have been
handier at the time, a china pitcher
which was one of the few keepsakes
which Lucy had brought with her from
her home in-Virginia.
On the way back up the hill, George
had an accident which proved fatal for
him—he t d and dropped the pit-
cher con the water. The pitcher
was shattered, which infuriated
Lilburn, who had never been known for
his even disposition. George ran away
and hid for three days, but when he was
found, Lilburn decided to use him as an
example for the other slaves, and with
this in mind, gathered them all into one
of the slave cabins at the foot of the hill.
George, who could already see the
handwriting on the wall, began wailing
and begging forgiveness, the sounds of
which reached Letitia in her sickbed at
the top of the hill, upsetting her enor-
mously. Angered by this development,
Ulburn grabbed an axe, took a swing at
George, and severed his head with one
stroke. This silenced all the slaves, not
the least of which was George:Faced
with this new development, Isham and
Lilburn immediately set the slaves to
building a big fire in the fireplace, into
which they fed the cut-up pieces of
George's body, iorituling the severed
head.
It was at this time, so they say, that
the New Madrid earthquake took place,
further terrifying the slaves, and even
causing Isham to cry, "My God, what is
It?" At that time, Labium is supposed to
have answered, "That's not' God—it's
only the Devil, rejoicing to have finally
got his hands on old George."
The last of the story, and what
happened to the Lewis brothers will
have to wait until next week's column.
10 Years Ago
Winners in the Murray Lions Club
World Peace contest were Ken Smith-,
University High School, first, Steve
Moody, second, and Dan Miller, third,
both from Murray High School.
Mrs. Willard Ails has been named ak
special events chairman for the 1967
Heart Fund Drive in Calloway County.
Deaths reported include Clarence B.
Clark, age 73.
W. H. (Bill) Whitnell and Oscar C.
Skinner, retired employees of the
Murray Postoffice were presented
certificates of retirement at a family
style dinner held at the Triangle Inn by
the Postoff ice employees.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Fulton 96 to 45 in basket-
ball last night. Key got 26 and Arm-
strong 22 for the Lakers.
20 Years Ago
The local telephone service repair-
men and the REA electrical repairmen
are still busy repairing lines damaged
in the ice storm that hit the area the
past few days. County schools are out
for the-Second day due to the storm and
also due to electricity being off in many
places.
Michael McCasey, Ronnie Moubray,
John J. Darnell, Carolyn N. Wood,
Anita McDougal, and Woody Herndon,
students at Murray Training School,
are members of the Kentucky High
School Orchestra who will play in a
concert at Lexington February 8.
The Murray Dental Society in
cooperation with the Calloway County
Health Department will sponsor a
poster contest in observance of
National Dental Health Week.
C. E. Harris and Grady Sellards,
Farm Animal specialists from the
Extension Service, University of
Kentucky, will speak here February 4
at a county wide meeting.
"Customs of Foreign Lands" was the
subject of the talk by Max Cook given at
the meeting of the Hazel Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America. He
was introduced by Jane Owen.
30 Year Ago
Dr. Rainey T. Wells described the
world's first broadcast of a human
voice' at the Federal Communications
Commission hearing held here January
23 for the Murray Broadcasting
Company's petition for broadcasting
rights in Murray and Calloway County.
T. 0. Turner has been appointed as
Calloway County Chairman for the
Kentucky Society of Crippled Children
in the annual Easter Seal Drive.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Ellen Nicholson, age 84, Mrs.
Louada H. Witherspoon, age 81, Mrs.
Etna Paschall, age 71, Herman Todd,
age 25, Mrs. Wilburn Dunn, age 74, Mrs.
htattie Elizabeth Nanney Hill, age 62,
and Charles (Cleve) Lee, age MI
Rudy Allbritten has donated the
space above Rudy's Restaurant as a
new home for Murray American Legion
Red No. 73.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Darnell,
January 22, a boy, Isaac Bruce, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wendell Allbritten, January
25, and a girl, Annette, to Mr. and Mrs.
Howell B. Thurman, January 26.
The New Concord High School
Redbirds, coached by Edward Curd,
were winners of the Calloway County
Basketball Tournament.
A musical program, "Pinocchio,"
will be presented February 6 and 7 by
the elementary grades at Murray High
School with Miss Mary Elizabeth
Roberts as music instructor. Grade
school teachers are Margaret Graves,
Kathleen Patterson, Georgia Wear,
Emma Darnell, Marie Skinner,
Modelle Outland, Laurine 'Fairy,. Hilda
Street, and Mrs. Elwood McReynolds.
Bible Thought
Let not the foot of pride come
against me, and let not the hand of
the wicked remove me. Psalm, 3611.
Let us learn to turn from false
pride that would have us gloat in
our own power. let us turn to God
Isn't It
The Truth
I have thought out yet another
significant difference between women
and men. Men trust women both out of
sight and out of mind. Women trust men
wilt out of mind.
40 Years Ago
The city of Murray has doubled its
population with about 2,000 refugees
from the floodwaters of the Ohio,
Tennessee, and Mississippi rivers. Dr.
J. H. Richmond is chairman of the
Citizens Relief Committee here and has
appealed for local citizens to donate
food, clothing, money, lodging, fuel,
and medical supplies.
Over 30,000 persons in the area are
homeless from the flood and water is
reported to be six feet dem in the Irvin
Cobb Hotel, Paducah. Murray State
College was closed January 27 So
students and faculty could help in the
relief work.
Several business houses in Hazel
were damaged January 26 by the heavy
rain that melted the sleet that had
fallen January 24. The water was
unable to drain off of the low flat roofs
thereby causing leaks in the stores.
Joe T. Lovett, editor of the Murray
Ledger & Times, and his wife, who were
attending the Kentucky Press
Association meeting Louisville, were
marooned along with other Western
Kentucky editors because of the flood.
They were evacuated and arrived in
Campbellsville where Preston Ordway--t
going by way of Nashville, Tenn. met
the Lovetts.
Deaths reported this week include J.
A. ( Ab ) Richardson, age 47.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. A. L Pool on January n, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Parker
on January 72.
Marriages reported include Maclean
Nicholas to John Grogan on January 19.
The local tobacco sales for the season
were reported at an average of $7.83 on
tge Murray Loose Leaf Floors.
Murray Business News Briefs
Chapel mausoleum completes first sedion




and steel structure sits
impressively on a grassy
noll in Murray Memory
Gardens. The first section
, houses 144 crypts. Con-
struction will start in the
near future on the second
and third sections. A
second section will be a
duplicate of the existing
structure. A beautiful
chapel will separate the
two crypt sections. Jerry
Lents is the managing
partner. Murray Memorial





native of HopkInsville has
been named manager of
the Murray outlet of





He, his wife Judy and two
sons, Danny, 4 and Ricky, 2
live in the Lynn Grove
community. He is an avid
hunter and fisherman and
is a member of Ducks
Unlimited.
Points to ponder
The United States has
had an above average
unemployment rate since
1958.
Can government spending bring economic stability?
By Ross Wilhelm
Since the late 1930's,
attempts by governments
around the world, including
our own, to manage the
economy have been guided
by the ideas of John
Maynard Keynes, an
English economist. Keynes
stated that ups and 'downs
in the economy are caused





spending by governrfient to.
offset anticipated changes
in private pending. The
expected result, so goes the
theory, would be a more
stable economy. However,
economists in growing
numbers are coming to
believe that Keynes was
wrong,- that governmental
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8111111 NOT ES
The oldest surviving
bank note is one in the
amount of five deters,
issued by a bank in
Stockholm, Sweden, and
dated December 6, 1662,
six months after the fir-
st known bank note.
As a Full Service bank, we're qualif4d to help
you with your money problems. Stop in and visit
with us. '
PEOPLES /BANK




causing undue inflation. He
further assumed that
workers would not demand
cost-of-living wage in-
creases to offset inflation.
Experience since 1950 has
proved him to be wrong.
Cost-of-living increases
received by workers add to
business costs and work to
reduce employment.
Labor's demands for wage
increases to offsetInflation
also offset the govern-
ment's efforts to create
jobs and .to reduce
unemployment. •
Keynesian --theory
assumed that neither in-
dividuals nor business
would act contrary to
government efforts to,
decrease Unemployment.
Yet there is growing
evidence that when
government spending
causes prices and interest
rates to rise, spending by
individuals and business
falls. In 1974, the high in-
flation gates of •12 to 14
percent frightened con-
sumers. They—TEduced
their spending and in-
creased their savings — to
nine and one-half percent
of income. The savings rate
has declined only when the
rate of inflation has
declined. High itnerest
rates in 1974 klso caused
business to reduce its
spending. Spending
reductions by individuals
and business can easily
offset the government's
spending increases, and
the result can be greater
unemployment rather than
less.
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
grwin ,Cates
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
314 East Main Street
Murray, 14. 42071
Phone 753-0123
Home Economist demonstrates microwave cookery
Some 60 persons at- any type of microwave
tended the 'cookery
seminar' held recently at
Ward-Elkins. The
educational program was
designed for anyone and
-microwave cookery. Ward-
range. . Elkins clistrbutes iimana
Memphis home Radar-ranges. Show above
economist, Marilyn Driver is Miss Driver and Tommy
demonstrated the simple Alexander during the
and fine points of demonstration.
Permanent Tax Cut Needed, Not A One-Time Rebate
By Ross Wilhelm
The slowdown- in the
economy in the last half of
1976 has given rise to a
debate over whether the
economy needs a boost
through a reduction in
Many economists today
believe that the govern-
ment, not the private
sector, causes economic
instability. They feel that
the government cannot
reduce the rate of unem-
ployment; it can only in-
fluence the rate of in-
flation. If this view is
correct and Keynes is
wrong, then President
Carter will find it very
difficult to put large
numbers of people back to
work through govern-
Menttlt-economic actions.
He seems to have
recognized this problem
*hen he indicated recently
that he did not expect t4e_
unemployment- rate to.
decline a great deal during










taxes. The decision on
whether to seek a tax cut
will be made by President
Carter. If he decides a tax
cut is needed, he should
seek a permanent
reduction rather than a
one-time tax rebate.
A one-time tax rebate
probably would take the
form of a payment, say
8200, to taxpayers either in
cash or as a reduction in
their taxes due on April 15,
1977: The strongest
argument for such a tax
rebate is that it probably
could be enacted by
Congress more quickly
than could a permanent tax
cut.
The major objection to a
one-time tax rebate is the
fear thAt taxpayers will not
rush oui and spend it. In-
stead, it may be deposited
in banks or saved in some
other way and will not
stimulate the economy
through' increased pur-
chases of goods and ser-
vices. Many argue that the
tax rebate in !lie summer
of 1975 did not result in the
quick increase in spending
that was desired. A second
objection to the rebate is
that it will not serve as an
incentive for business to
invest more in the plant
and equipment needed to
create new jobs. A one-
time rebaW will not be
viewed as a continuing
benefit.
The main resistance to a
permanent tax .cut comes
from, those leaders in
Congress who -want to
maintain the present tax
rates so that government
tax revenues will remain
high over the coming
years. These Congressmen
expect to Imact many new
government spending
programs in the next four
years, and they want the
added revenues available
to help pay for them.






The long and short of it
THE LONG, AND NOW,
THE SHORT OF IT? When
the mini skirt appeared on
the fashion scene in the
sixties, courageous young
females revealed a little
more leg each year. After a
time, even older- women,
shapely or- -not,-- followed
suit., .Newspaper
photographers switched
their focus from the
beaches to the streets;
hard hats diverted their
attention to the leg. After
numerous attempts on the
part of certain segments of
the industry to lower hem
lines, the market finally
succeeded in popularizing
at the knee and below the
knee lengths. By so doing,
the mini went the way of
hot pants. Today, only a
few seasons after its
disappearance., the short
skirt is trying for a
comeback. At this point,
the mini seems to be a
thing of the past. If this
length once again becomes
the rage, most young
fashion-oriented women
will undoubtedly buy it.
Car stereos to be
bio item in 1977
It looks as though car
stereo will shift from high
gear in 1976 to an even
higher gear in 1977. One
Industry executive says
he's "bullish on the coming
year" and is anticipating
sales gains 15-20 per cent
industrywide. In fact, the
consensus nationally does
place sales for the up-
coming 12 months at just
under the 8-million unit
figure, translating into a
8850 million-61 billion
market at retail.
Murray Business News Briefs
is a regular weekly feature
in the Murray Ledger and Times
The Bus,nessmon s Printer
WINCHESTER
PRINTING SERVI( FS
Charles W. Olree, Owner
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SEVENTH GRADE CHEERLEADERS-The seventh grade cheerleaders at Murray 
Middle School
this year are in front, left to right, Gina Shipley and Kelly Leeks. Top row are 
Leslie Hopkins, Kim
McCeert, Brenda Conley, Carol Spann, Traci Beyer end Lets Pecs.
Cowboys Upset No. 16
Arizona 69-68 Friday
By ALEX SACHARE
. AP Sports Writer
Joe Fazekas wasn't sup-
posed to play for Wyoming
Friday night, and Arizona
wishes he hadn't.
Fazekas, a 6-foot-11
sophomore center who suf-
fered an ankle injury Jan. 18,
had missed Wyoming's last
two games and was expected
to sit out the Arizona game as
well. But he limped onto the
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to score 25 points, including
the winning basket with 22





followed a missed shot by Ken
Vecchio to give the Cowboys
their only lead of the
night-and the victory.
In the only other game
involving a Top Twenty team,
No. 10 UCLA beat crosstown
rival Southern Cal 77-59.
Arizona's Herman Harris,
the leadint scorer in the
Western Athletic Conference,
tallied 18 in the first half in
helping Arizona to a 42-32 lead.
Then Coach Don DeVoe
switched Garry Phillips onto
Harris, and he limited the
guard to just five points in the
second half.
Arizona led 52-40 with 15:23
left when Wyoming went on a
13-2 spurt to climb back into
contention. The Wildcats were
nursing a one-point lead in the
fisal3O-seconds when V chin 
stole a pass at midcourt and
-drove in for a wide-open
layup. He missed, but Fazekas
converted the rebound for the
winning basket.
Wyoming is now 10-6 and 2-2
in the WAC, compared to last
season's records of 2-12 in the
WAC and 10-17 overall.
Arizona dropped to 3-2 in the
WAC and 14-3 overall.
Star forward Marques
Johnson scored 26 points,
shooting 12-for-18 from the
field including five slam
dunks, and grabbed 15
rebounds as UCLA raised its
record to 15-2 and 4-1 'In the
Pacific 8. The Bruins led 41-30
at halftime and by as many as
21 in the second half in han-
ding Southern Cal its 20th
straight conference loss.
. Elsewhere, the nation's
leading scorer, Freeman
Williams, iiToured in 42 Points
as Portland State routed New
Orleans 96-61; Bruce Smith
scored 29 points and grabbed
12 rebounds to lead Montana
State past Idaho 101-79; Stan
Mayhew tallied 13 of his 22
points in the final five minutes
to spark Weber State over
Boise State 66-57; Seattle
scored the final nine points to
upset Oregon State 55-51 and
Columbia beat Yale 7144 and
Brown beat Cornell 6445 in
Ivy League play.
TENNIS
PHILADELPHIA - No. 1
seed Jimmy Connors ad-
vanced tot he semifinal round





Virginia Wade, the tour-
nament's top seed, defaulted
to fellow Englishwoman Sue
Barker in the quarter-finals of
a $100,000 women's
professional tovrnament
because of a sprained ankle.
AUCKLAND, New Zealand
- Top-seeded Tim Wilkerson
of the United States
eliminated Graham Snook of
New Zealand 641, 7-5 in the




The Murray State University Racers and the
Austin Peay State University Governors will square off
tonight in Dunn Center in Clarksville, Tn. to decide the top
spot in the Ohio Valley Conference race. The game marks
the halfway point in the season for both teams who are
currently tied for first place with 5-1 conference records.
The scorecard below gives comparative statistics on the
two teams through 17 games so far this season.
Murray State ' Austin Peay
17 Total Games Played 17
1365 Total Points Scored 1332
80.3 Avg. Points per Game 78.4
584-1158 Field Goals Made-Attempts 559-1161
.504 Field Goal Percentage .481
197-302 Free Throws Made-Attempts 214-317
.652 Free Throw Percentage .672
716 Rebounds 697
42.1 Rebound Average 41
; 316 Personal Fouls 344
9 - Disqualifications
75.2 Avg. Opponents' Score 71.5
13-4 Overall Record /5-2
5-1 OVC Record 5-1
F.I) 
Scores vs. Common Opponents
NSU-OPP APSU-OPP
71-70(a) Eastern Kentucky 80-74 (a)
71-79 (a) Morehead 60-64 (a)
89.62(h) East Tennessee 93-69(h)
73-65 (h) Tennessee Tech 89-71(h)
71-70(h) Middle Tennessee 63-62 (a




By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - It was
a moment of jubilation for
milerunner Eamonn Coglin,
his Irish eyes smiling, his
Kelly green shirt waving
above his head.
It was a moment of quiet
, satisfaction, for Filbert Bayi,
'drained of his strength by an
airplane trip that took two
days instead of one.
It was the kind of scene that
puts the heart into the circus
that is a major indoor track
meet.
Coglin burst into the lead on
the gun lap Friday night and
won the featured mile run in
the Millrose Games at
Madison Square Garden by a
clear margin over Wilson
Waigwa of Kenya and the
University of Texas-El Paso,
with liayriatiint
"When I opened up I thought
I had it (victory)," said
Coglin, a Dublin bank employe
who used to run for Villanova
and was fourth in the 1,500-
meter run at the Montreal
Olympics.
"Tonight I felt proud to be
Irish and give the people
something good," he added. It
was his third win in three tries
this indoor season and was
accomplished in four minutes,
two-tenths of a second com-
pared to 4:00.5 for Waigwa
and 4:01.8 for Bayi.
"I am very much satisfied
with my performance," said
Bayi, the world record holder
at 1,500 meters and possessor
of a 3.51 mile, Who because of
all kinds of travel problems'
arrived here from his native
Tanzania Thursday instead of
Wednesday as scheduled.
Other big moments of the
70th annual Millrose games
before a sellout crowd of 18,235
were Rosalyn Bryant setting a
GENERAL
CHICAGO • - John A.
"Automatic Jack" Manders, a
former place kicker with the
Chicago Bears of the National
Football League, died at the
age of 68.
world indoor record in the
7.-wemen's 440-yard run, Earl
Bell turning in the first 18-foot
pole vault of the season;
flamboyant Dwight Stones
setting a meet record in the
high jump; Steve Riddick
winning his sixth straight 60-
yard dash, and 33-year-old
Willie Davenport scoring his
fifth victory in the Millrose
yard high hurdles, an event he
first won in 1966.
The crowd' ovation was
especially !warm for
Davenport, who ran in four
Olympics and won a gold in
1968 and a bronze last year.
Davenport beat Charles
Foster of Philadelphia
Pioneer Club in 7.0, the same
clocking he turned in when he
won in 1966. He ran the
Millrose record of 6.9, a tenth
of a second off " the world
mark, in 1969 and 1970.
-Milt- Bryant of the Los
Angels-Striders easily won the
women's 440 in 53., knocking
three-tenths of a second off the
previous world indoor record
set by Lorna Forde last Jan.
14.
Riddick of the Philadelphia
Pioneer Club flashed across
the finish ahead of Ed Preston
of Arkansas State in 6.0, with
his hand raised in salute of his
sixth straight 60-yard success.
Bell, the Arkansas State
vaulter, who won the Millrose
event at 17 feet, 6 inches last
year, won at 18-01/2, then
missed three attemps at 18-4.
Stones, of the Desert Oasis
Track Club, the world indoor
high jump record hold at 7-61/2
and the world outdoor record
holder at 7-714, won at 7-41/2,
Tom Woods of the Pacific
Coast Club, the 1976 Millrose
winner at 7-41i, also cleared 7-,
4"z but finished second
because he had a miss at the
previous height while Stones
didn't.
CRAMPED UP - Brett Harcourt drives through the middle
and finds it a little cramped is he is sandwiched in between
two players. Mine** after the picture was tekin, Herciurt
received an injury to his leg end spent the rest of the game in
the ice.
A* •
EIGHTH GRADE CHEERLEADERS-The eighth grade cheerleaders at Murray Middle School this
year are top row, left to right, Michelle Harris, Claudio Killington, Christine Spann and Dinah
Hook. Front row, Term* Porter, Lise Cl...; Tammy Hutson end Wanda Moms.
(Plotttes by Key Peebles)
Havlicek Not Ready To Be
Tucked Away In Any Shrine
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
His jersey already hangs in
the Hall of Fame, but John
Havlicek is not ready to be
tucked away in any shrine.
"He's playing like a 21-year-
old," said Celtics' Coach Tom
Heinsohn Friday night after
watching Havlicek, Boston's
36-year-old team captain,
score 33 points in the Celtics'
119-113 victory over the
Milwaukee Bucks. That
triumph snapped a four-gam0'
National Basketball
Association losing streak for
the Celtics.
Havlicek has been restored
to the starting lineup following
the recent injury to guard
Charlie Scott.
In other NBA games Friday
night, Denver topped New
Orleans 108-96; Los Angeles
beat Philadelphia 117-104;
Golden State routed the New
York Nets 106-84, Kansas City
outscored Chicago 105-94 and
Houston defeated Atlanta 118-
104.
Cleveland's scheduled game
at Buffalo was postponed
because of heavy snow which
prevented the Cavaliers from
flying out of Cleveland.
The Celtics fell behind 23-8
but tied the score 57-57 at the
half. Havlicek netted eight
points in the third quarter as
the Celtics moved ahead to
stay. They led by as many as
12 points in the fourth quarter,
Milwaukee pulled within two
at 107-105 but Boston scored
six straight to pull out of
danger.
Nuggets 108, Jazz 96
Denver raised its home
record to 24-2 behind Dan
Issel's 31 points. The victory
'assured the Nuggets of having
the best record in the Western
Conference through Sun-
day-meaning Denver Coach
Larry Brown will be guiding
the West All-Star team.
Lakers 117, 76ers 104-
Los Angeles stretched its
home-court winning streak to
18 games, the longest in the
NBA this seasotlr and a team
record, as Kareem Abdul-
Jabar scored 28 of his 39 points
in the Second, half and rookie
Earl Tatum netted 19 of his
career-high 23 points in the
final quarter.
Philadelphia lid by 10 at the
half and by seven going into
the final period, but the 76ers
scored just nine points in the
first 10 minutes of the second
half.
Nets 106, Warriors 84
Phil Smith scored 10 pouts
as Golden State jumped out to
an 18-4 lead in the first seven
minutes as the Nets stumbled
to their 15th defeat in the last
16 games. Rick Barry led
-Go/den State wIttr25--potrits,
but New York's Bubbles
Hawkins took game honors
with 27.
Rockets 118, Hawks 104
Rudy Tomjanovich scored
28 points for Houston, which
took the' lead with a 39-point
third quarter and then broke it
open with a 16-4 burst in the
final period. Truck Robinson,
Atlanta's newly acquired
forward, topped the Hawks
with 32 points. - -
Kings 105, Bulls 94
Kansas City posted its 10th
victory in the last 14 games to
climb to the .500 mark behind
Scott Wedman, who shot 8-f or-
11 for 24 points and grabbed
nine rebounds. The Kings led
by 16 early in the second half,
saw Chicago pull within four
but put it away with a 12-3
burst. Artis Gilmore led
Chicago with 30 points and
nine rebounds.
Owners Lose
CHICAGO (AP) - The
owners of the Chicago Cubs
lost $92.50 per common share
of stock in the 1976 season, or
nearly $1 million, a company
audit reveals.
Audited results for the
Chicago National League Ball
Club, Inc., for the fiscal year
ending Oct. 31, 1976, showed
Friday that total income last
season was up slightly to
$5,343,692 from $5,245,855 but
expenses increased sharply,
producing a net loss of
$924,951.
In his annual letter to
stockholders, President. P.K.
Wrigley said the revenue did
net nearly keep-up with total.
expenses of $6,313,643, which
jumped almOst 14 per cent.
• 
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscribers wits bore mot
fitiliVINI timer bondikdivered
copy of The Merry/ Ledger I
Tinos by 5:30 p. Moat*.
friday or by 3:30p. me. se Saw-
days ore wiped to tell 753-1116
between 5:30 p.m. mril 6 p.m.,
Mooday-Fridey, or 3:30 p. es.
cod 4p...Seterdoys, re losers
delivery of tbe eewepsper. Cells
melt be pieced by p. week.








For electrical safety and efficiency, adequate wiring is a necessity.
If the wiring system isn't big enough to carry your home's full elec-
trical load, appliances can't operate properly. Symptoms of
inadequate wiring are—TV picture shrinks, lights din-appliances
heat slowly, and fuses or breakers often blow or trip. If your home
has any of these symptions, you should have the wiring system
brought up to national and local codes as soon as possible. Usually,

































ON THE TIP-Aidrea Perry (33) i the Tigers got two of his 15 points on this tip. Jumping up
with Perry is teammate Ridtie Richardson whiles host of Bombers watch. They include Ricky
Scott (41), Brad Mills (11) and Wade Buchanan (25).
(Stott Photos by MA* Brosoion)
Severe Weather Disrupts
Numerous Sporting Events
By The Associated Press
The severe winter weather
played havoc with numerous
sports events Friday. .and
havoc won.
One National Basketball
Association game, was called





The storm that swept across
the Midwest forced the
postponement of the
scheduled NBA game in
Buffalo between the Braves
and Cleveland. The Cavaliers
were unable to fly out of
Cleveland, but it made little
difference because they
wouldn't have been able to
land in snow-blanketed
Buffalo anyway.
The MAC office in Colum-
bus, Ohio, announced the
postponement of Saturday's
entire schedule-Eastern
Michigan at Miami of Ohio,
Bowling Green at Western
Michigan, Central Michigan
at Ohio U., Northern Illinois at
Kent State and Toledo at Ball
Ali Scheduled To -
Fight For Charity
BOSTON (AP) - World
heavyweight champion
Muhammad All, who boasts of
earning $6 million foP a single
fight, goes into the ring for
free tonight in an exhibition at
Hynes Auditorium.
All is scheduled to box nine
'rounds against five opponents
for the benefit of the finan-
cially troubled Elma Lewis
School of Fine Arts.
The auditorium seats only
about 5,500, but witlj tickets
scaled from $10 to $1,00, a
record" Bostongate of more
than $200,000 is expected for
the exhibition and a pro card
of three 10-round bouts and
three six-rounders.
All is scheduled to spar two
rounds each with 53-year-old
Peter Fuller, a former New
England amateur champion
who is now a wealthy auto
dealer, sportsman and
socialite; and pros Ron Drink-
water, Matty Ross and Jerry




The Central Michigan team
ran into snow-blocked roads
Friday en route to Athens,
Ohio, and had to spent the
night in the Perrysburg area,
south of Toledo.
Saturday night's Big Ten
game between Ohio State and
13th-ranked Minnesota,
scheduled for Columbus, was
shifted to Minneapolis after
Ohio State University shut
down citing "Severe weather
conditions, the worsening
energy crisis and the alar-
ming forecasts for this
weekend." Ironically,
Minnesota usually gets some
of the winter's harshest
weather.
The Ohio State team-was in
Iowa Thursday night.
Also wiped out was Nor-
thern Colorado's scheduled
game at Western Illinois.
The University of. Illinois
called off all weekend snorts
competition except for its Big
Ten basketball game at
Purdue while the athletiic
department checked highway
reports to find a way to bus the
team to West Lafayette, Ind.,
in time for today's 3 p.m.,
CST, tip-off.
As a number of states
declared emergencies, six
race tracks canceled their
GOLF
SAN DIEGO - Tom Wat-
son, gunning for his second
consecutive victory, shared
the halfway lead in the
$180,000 Andy Williams-San
Diego Open with . Australian
Bob Shearer and Lon Hinkle at
11-under-par 133.
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla.
- Julius Soros fired a three-
under-par 69 and assumed a
one-stroke lead over Fred
Haas Jr. at the halfway point




- Perrine Pelen, a 16-year-old
French schoolgirl, surprised
the world skiing elite with her
second straight World Cup
slalom victory.
BURKE MOUNTAIN, Vt. -
Fritz Koch, 18 ,,year-old
brother of Olympie Silver
medalist Bill Koch, captured
the junior men's 10 kilometer





Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon T116 P.M.
programs. They ivere
Washington Park in Chicago,
Waterford in West Virginia,
Latonia in Kentucky, Penn
National in Pennsylvania,
Dover Downs in Delaware and
Windsor Harness Raceway in
Canada, just across the border
.1mm fletrniL --
The U.S. Auto Club midget
races in Louisville, Ky., were




The icy weather even forced'
the postponement of Friday




Flint, Saginaw at Columbus
and Dayton at Toledo. 4
Tigers Blow Out Ballard
With Second Half Rally
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger.& Times Sports Editor
An energy crisis forced the
Murray High Tigers to play an
afternoon game Friday as.
they hosted Ballard
Memorial.
The' only thing was, there
was no energy crisis, at least
tor the Tiger basketball team.
Exploding like a shaving
cream can in a fire, the Tigers
walked and ran all over
Ballard 80-51 in a game that
resembled a - Saturday-mot-
ning game of ball on a Marine
base.
To say the least, it was
extremely -physical. Several
times in the game, there were
almost fights. And the Tigers
lost one player,-.se' nior forward
Brett Harcourt, to an injury
midway through the second
quarter.
Of . course the energy crisis
at Murray High stems. from
the cold ;Neather. And it was a
close contest between Ballard
and the weather, as far as
coldness is regarded.
At halftime, Ballard trailed
the, Tigers only 38-34. But in
the second half, it was a joke
as the Bombers hit on just six
of 36 -shots from the field.
During one stretch in the
second half, Ballard went over
six minutes without scoring a
point. During that same
period, Murray High put 18
points on the board.
There were several reasons
why. the Tigers turned . the
close game into a run away.
First of all, 6-4 senior for
ward Andrea Perry turned on
for the first time this season.
Playing . about half the .
game, Perry fired in 15 points
and grabbed down 12
rebounds.
"Andrea is really coming
along," Tiger coach Cary
Miller said.
"All he needs is some more
playing time. That's why I left
him in the game for most of
the second half. He made
SOMP mistakes but  he also got 
some big baskets and some
trig rebounds," Miller added
Speaking of big rebounds,
that department belonged te
senior forward . Lindsey -
Hudspeth who was a moose on
the boards. He grabbed down_
23 rebounds, scored 16 points
and had numerous steals for
fastbreak baskets.
"It must be nice to have a fi-
4 guy like Perry coming off the
bench," Ballard coach Tom
Buchanan said.
SNEAKING IN-Bill McHugh sneaks in by going the baseline
as a Ballard player waves McHugh on pest. McHugh, who had
eight rebounds, fired in 13 points for the Tigers.
'He was dominating under
the boards and along with
Hudspeth, they were just too
much for us to stay in the
game with. Murray really out-
muscled us.
"Their press bothered us
*quite a bit too," Buchanan
added.
In the first half, nothihg
seemed tobother Ballard. Not
even the fact Murray -.High
raced out to an early 21-11 lead
with still almost three minutes
left in the. first period.
Using the great outside
shooting of guards Wade
Buchanan and Brad Mills, the
Bombers kept chipping away
at the Tiger lead and by the
end of the first period. Murray
led only 22,18.
Ballard forced a tie at 24
early-- in the second frame
before junior forward Frank
Gilliam's 10-footer from the
corner gave the lead back to
Murray High.
For the next five minutes.
the lead went back and forth
from two to four points for the
Tigers until when with 1:40
left in the half, Brad
McGowan hit a short shot
from the inside and the game
wit: tied at 34 apiece.
The Tigers scored the final
four points in the half as
Gilliam' crashed to the boards
for an offensive rebound
poiback-and Andrea-Perry hit
on a key tip
Ballard was simply
ridiculous in the &A four
minutes of the second half.
They- could have probably
stood on a ladder and dunked
the ball, only to have it pop
back out. At one point in the
period, the Bombers missed 14
consecutive, field goal at-
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streak, the Tigers outscored
the Bombers 10-0 and midway
through! ' the "third quarter,
Murray High held a 48-34
cushion.
Ballard made one serious
run- late in the period after
they finally began to hit the
basket a little better. ,railing
.the Bombers used two
field goals and a pair of free
throws to close the gap to
seven points at 52-45. The
Tigers scored the final two
Roints_of the period as senior
guard Bill McHugh, who
grabbed eight rebounds in the
game, scored on a fastbreak:
With 7:28 left in the game, it
was 55-47, in favor of the
Tigers.
McHugh went on a streak
and hit for seven consecutive
points then Hudspeth hit for
two consecutive buckets and
with 4:33 left in the game,
Murray led .66-47.
Perry added four more
points, Hudspeth two and then
sophomore Ed Harcourt
scored to give the -Tigers a 74-
47 lead. Ballard ended its six-
minute sleep with 1:16 left
Watson 32
when Buchanan hit two free
throws to make it 74-49.
The final 29-point margin
was the largest lead of the
contest.
"They played very well in
the first half," Tiger coach
Cary Miller said.
"In the second half, I think
our press was the 'big dif-
ference plus we were able to
run a lot more. Several dines,
-we got some easy baskets off
the press," Miller added.
And what about Hudspeth's
awesome effort'?'
"Lindsey has done this all
year. He's one of the team
captains and when he has this
kind of game, the kids fol/bw
his leadership and we ha.‘e a
good game," Miller added.
Hudspeth's 16 points paced
-the balanced attack while.
McHugh and Andrea Perry
each had 15, Frank Gilliam
added 11 and Raymond Sims
nine.
The Tigers outrebounded
Ballard 66,30. Murray.did not
exactly burn up the nets- from
the field. The Tigers hiton 33
of 74 from the floor for a mark
of .446 while the Bombers
Below Par
On Last 10 Rounds
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Tom
Watson, golf's red-haired,
freckle-faced., michieviously-
smiling Huck Finn, has played
his last 10 rounds a whopping
32 strokes below par.
And he isn't about to let the
-streak end now. •
"I'm going to keep on going
until it burns itself out,"
Watson said Friday after
'his domination of the par five
holes had staked him to a five-
wider-par 67 and a tie for the
lead after two rounds of the
$180,006. Andy Williams-San
Diego Open Golf Tournament.
"I'm still riding on that big
  -a-26,feoter--," said-
Watson, winner of the Bing
Crosby National_ ProArti last
week and a fourth-place
finisher the week before that.
-I just hope I can keep right
oil riding it." •
His game gives no in-
dication he's slacking. As an .
'indication of how well he's
playing., he's 11 under par for
two rounds at 133, and is only
-seven below the standard on
putts.
-Sharing the lead were
BOARD DEMON- Lindsey Hudspeth of the Tigers was a
demon on the boards. Here, he goes up and tips in the boll for
two points over Alan Russell of Ballard. Hudspeth hod 23
rebounds and 16 points for the Tigers
(vtoff Photos by mike Itrooloo)
Australian Bob Shearer, 28, a
frequent winner in Australia
and Europe but a rookie on the
American tour, and longshot
Lon Hinkle, 27. Shearer had a
second round 66, his best score
in this country. Hinkle mat-
ched Watson's 67 as the pros
took advantage of the ideal
playing conditons-mild, hazy
weather with just the hint of a.
breeze- to post unusually low
scores.
Bill Rogers was alone at 135,
-two strokes back, after a 68. At
136 were Miller Barber, Larry
Ziegler, Rod Funseth, Tom
Kite, Rod Curl, South African
Bobby-Cole- and rookie -Bill_
Kratzert.
- -Kite, one of the first round
leaders, slipped to a 71.
Kratzert and Curl had 66s,
Cole 67, Barber, Ziegler and
Funseth 68s. -
Arnold.. Palmer. however,,.
failed to qualify for the final
two rounds for the second time
in as many weeks. Bothered
by a bad hand, he could do no




Jimmy Connors is keeping the
$200,000 U.S. Pro Indoor
Tennis' Championships -from
being remembered. as tennis
anonymous.
_If anything happens to
Connors, like losing to South
Africa's Cliff Drysdale in one
of tonight's semifinals, the
promoters, and the television
network slated to show Sun=
day's. final. may heed the
advice of state o-fficials and
close. up due to the energy
crisis.
Connors refused to go the
way of the rest of the top 10
seeds in this tournament -
home. He is the only seeded
survivor after the march of •
the wiseeded through the
Philadelphia tournament.
were 19 of 69 for a pathetic 275
mark.
It was a rather sloppy game,
which often comes when the
teingo is fast and rough.
Murray had 23 turnovers
while the Rompers had 16
Ballard falls to 9-6 on the
season while the Tigers art'
now 8-2.
Murray plays in the MSU
Sports Arena tonight against
arch-rival Calloway County ,
In an earlier meeting at the
Laker. Invitational, the Tigers







Clinic proudly announces the
addition of Dr. Billy P'Pool to
our medical staff in the fan iii',
practice capacity.
Dr. .P'Pool is the son of Mr..
& Mrs. Daniel "Willie" P'Pool
of Hopkinsville, Kentucky He
graduated from Hopkinsville
High School in 1957; he the'?"
served in the Army where he
acquired training as an X-Ray
Technician. Upon his
discharge he worked as a
registered technician at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and completed his
BA degree at Murray State 
University- In 1770. He then -
worked as-a technician at Nor-
ton-Children's Hospital in
Louisville where he earned b`r.•7-
M.D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Louisville School of
Medrcitielli1974'.
Dr. P'Pool entered the U. S
Public Health Service, with
the rank of Senior Assistant in .
1974 and served ay internship
at USPHS Hospital in New
Orleans. He has been in
general practice in radii,
Kentucky since July 1975.
He is married to the former
laurel Parker of Murray and
they have two children.
William r Billy 1, age 11 and
Mark, age 8. They are mem-
bers of the Methodist Church
and will soon be residing • in
Murray.
Dr. ["Pool's office is located




REGISTER at the liusme -
Office of the Houston N11 -
Devitt Clinic at the Con.;
valescent Division of Murral.,
Calloway County llospita:
Use 803 Poplar Stn-et
trance.
TELEPHONE - Dr D







forms. We can help
you save money."4
Reason No. 1 why H&R Block
should do,your taxes.
People don't come to tleif Block. • ,
have their tax forms filled but Thf,y (,,
because Block can help them save
money We (Jig for evetv hon'est
deduction and Credit And we secot
you get the benefit of the latest
in the tax taw
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPCE
903 Arcadia S).
753-9204
OffICI 'lours I a.m. toe p.n. W6661614 9 •
-  -Ors*.
•
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Let's Stay Well
Living with Obesity
By FJ.L Blasingarne, MD
-Q: Mrs KX.,- in her micL30s.._.'- You may find that you are
writes that she is about 30 unable to get your weight down
pound's overweight She has to normal and that yott will have
been stocky all her life. Even her to adjust to some stoutness.
baby pictures show her to be fat However, this is often compao-
She is "fed up" with sugges- ble with an active, rewarding
bons from relatives and friends life
on how to reduce. Her aunt ad-
vised her to cut down cerher salt
intake, take thyroid or some
other reducing pills and use ep-
som salts freqienUy. She wants
to know what she can do.
A: Losingweight is a complex
matter Keeping it off is often a
greater problem.
While several medicines occa-
sionally are osed to help in
weight reduction
(amphetamines, sedatives and
thyroid). most authorities agree
that no medication available is
regularly effective. Some of
these medications are poten-
tially harmful and should not be
token without the advice and
guidance of a physician. In fact,




Q: Mrs C.W. asks whether a
medicine taken by mouth is
available to help her dry in
which is especially troublesome
&ring the winter months,
A: Thyroid extract taken by
mouth benefits dry skin if it is
related to a deficiency of thyroid
(rnyoxdenia). It should not be
taken except under the direction
of a physician after a correct
diagnosis is made.
You failed to mention your
age, bit some of the dryness
may be related to the thMning or
atrophy that appears normally
as we grow older.
&Me you mention that the
dryness bothers you more in
Your best approach is to have winter, your trouble may be
a complete checkup and to alleviated if you make sure that
follow an appropriate weight- the air is not too dry in your
loss program. It should contain a home. If it is, a humidifier could
low-calorie, balanced diet (to be be helpful by providing an ado-
eaten slowly) and regular exer- qtate amount, of moisture in the
else - air in yourhotne. -
Some of your excessive food Other practical tips that are
intake may be due to tensions in often-beneficial include bathing
your life, and they should be less frequently, avoiding ex-
recognized and faced. Your cessive soaping (which removes
plumpness as an Want may ex- srn oils) and rubbing a lotion or
plain some of your overweight cream into your skin as needed.
problems as an adult. especially after a bath.
PIAN1 115
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1. legal Notice 1 legal Notice
Comaiiisioner's Sale -
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court L. D. Miller Plaintiff, versus James Wainscott,
di bra Union Bankers Insurance Agency Defendant.
Notice Of Sole
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the January 14th
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at 203 South 5th
St. in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bid-
der, at public auction on the 8th day of February 1977,
at 10:00 o'clock a.m., or thereabout for cash, the
following, to wit:
1 office desk; 1 office-typewriter desk; 1 end table
with drawer; 1 couch; 3 waste baskets;. 1 adding
machine; 1 electric coffee pot; 1 folding banquet table;
3 ash trays; 1 vacuum cleaner; 1 visitors chair; 1
secretary (typing) chair; 1 end table; 1 large literature
rack; 1 small literature rack; and 1 group of aerosol, 8
to 20 ounce size of various products, in,cans, such as -
tire mounting compound, chrome cleaner, belt
dressing; motor cleaner ,degreaser, nand cleaner, fire
extinguisher, battery spray, latch eze, silicone spray
and others. See day of sale. •
Successful buyer is required to take possession and
remove from premises day of sale. All the above will
be sold as one lump. There will be NO item by item of-
fering. Bidders will be bidding on the ENTIRE in-
ventory.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
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Poison [cool . : 153•75111
Stein [Nines . 753-0971
Needling  753-NEED





DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-




you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche.






Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday, 7:30- _
3:30. Appointment at
hofrie. Call if needed 753-
3685.
THE FLEA MARKET
Bargain Center is now
open, Dover, Tennessee.
Operated by Joe Bailey
and Linda Dill, located
in the (Old Joe Martin
Building), 3 miles West
of Dover on Highway 79.
Across from Uncle Joes
Discount Store. Hun-
dreds of items. Some
brand new. Open 6 days








For Only A Dollar
...And That Includes
Coffee And Tax!
One Buck Gets It
All...At Perkins.







for new $20.00 bill at
Country Music Show





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
7534035. Free parking
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lies dreamed if mime end
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- vet if fixtures, check
oat meter, emiseelieneees
nipples, re stare beaming,
growl ensuing edvirritsing,
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outereare wed beginning ie.
yerdiwy.
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WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 7534333.
Notice
Due to the inclement
weather the NEW
CONCORD GROCE-
RY will deliver to
people in the New
Concord area, who




3 Card Of Thanh
THE FAMILY of Robert
C. Owen wish to thank
our friends and neigh-
bors for their deeds of
kincliseatand love shown
us in the past few days
when our dad and
brother was ill and
passed away. -Your
prayers, calls, visits,
and cards made our
sorrow much easier to
bear. The food was
appreciated - the
flowers were just
beautiful. We wish to
thank each of you. Also,
we wish to thank the
Nurses on 2nd floor of
the Murray Hospital and
Dr. Quertermous for
their services. A special
thanks to Bro. Lawson
Williamson, Buron
Richardson, and Gus
Robertson Jr. for words
of comfort as well as the
beautiful music. We
appreciate the services
of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home. May
God bless each one of
you is our prayer.
James and Lorene,
Brother and Sisters, and








WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-









hours: 10:00 a. m. to
3:00 p. m. in TV &
Stereo Store. Familiar
with music. Write P.




to fashion is expanding
in your area. Need
counselors and




Call 901-885-9150 or 885-
1289.
NEED BODY MAN.
Experienced in all round




benefits. Will help man
relocate references.
Salary based on ex-
perience. East Side
Paint and Body Shop, P.
0. 9005, Columbia, S. C.
29290, 803-776-5244.
NEED AFTER SCHOOL
care for first grade girl.
2:30-5:00 M-F. Must







detail& with minftnum 3











Engineers, P. 0. Box
422, Murray, Ky.
• .
••• • *. r.-: 1 7.‘_
•
6 Help Oranted
NEED ONE OR two
tobacco strippers for







envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
$100.60 AND MORE •
weekly possible working
Part Time at home. Age
and Education no
barrier. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope. King, Box 233
UM Mantua, N. J. 08051.
SOMEONE TO stay with
gentleman for room,
board god salary. Call










past 3 years and
are now working


















full or part time, with a
revolutionary and
universally needed
product developed by an
established and suc-












Call toll free 1-800-643-





















Call 321-1315 or 474-88547
WANTED - USED
electric stove in good
working condition. Call







15. Articles For Sale
DILL ELECTRIC has
furnace blower motors











LOFTY PILE, free fEorn
- soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big






bed, inner spring, $49.50.
Cherry gate leg table,
$75.00. Couch, $20
Scallop oak square








Square oak and walnut
table, $125. 607 South
4th.
BRICK SAW BLADES,
assorted sizes. WW cut
steel, brick, cement
blocks, all kinds of light
metals and almost
anything else. Can be




tapes for water lines.
Fire alarms for homes.














sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.



































and Service, 500 Maple





NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
SPECIAL S SHANK sub
moisture plows. New
$750. Vinson Tractor Co.
7534892.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




FOR SALE - fiberglass
Jon boat with sails and
rigging for fishing or
sailing, $200. Fireplace
mantle,. $25. One ton





Players, $500. Five foot
Grand, $750. Upright,





















made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.















buy, sell or horsetgade,
607 South 4th. Ca11-436-
-2575.
26 TV Radio
T. V. ANTENNA and
rotary. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7694
after 4 p. m. ,
TV SALE. Drive to cube
and save. We have the






1973 12 x 60 trailer for
sale. Also one trailer for
rent. Call 753-3473.




29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Excellent con-
- dition. Electric. $80 or
single, $85 for couple.
Call 753-8216.
12 x 50 ALL ELECTRIC
-fully furnished mobile
home. 1% miles East of
Murray on private lot.
Deposit required. Call
753-9829.
29 Mobile Home Rentals 34 Houses For Rent
(atm 01447eTHE WANT' ADS
TWO BEDROOM trailer HOUSE DIVIDED in
. located at Shady Oaks. duplex. Call 753-4331.
Trailer CL. Call 489-2533.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen







Central heat and air.








TWO BEDROOM . fur-
nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.






month. All utilities plus
. cable T. V. furnished.
Call 753-9829.





32 Room, F- Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT m
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE for
' rent. Available
February 7. Call 753-
.-472C
ONE BEDROOM house in
Hazel, unfurnished. Call
492-8746.
Looking for an organiza-
tion to grow into? Where
you get some of the finest
training in .the nation?
You'll find that no one of-
fers better benefits than we
do. Over S374 a month
starting salary with fre-
quent pay raises. Medical
and dental care plus food,
housing and clothing. Opportunities in
many locations -throughout the world.
Responsibility as soon as you complete
training. The chance to serve your na-
tion. Your local Air Force recruiter has
all the details. Contact him today:,







Just Beyond The Snow Drifts
Is the home you'll want for your faktilv It features a car-
peted living room with dining area. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,





YOUNG LADY will share
3 bedroom house with 1
-or 2 people. Call 753-
4091.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store ..building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft."'
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,




hogs and steer calves.








half Border Collie. $10.00
and $15.00. Call 437-4164.
REGISTERED
LABRADOR, 3 years
old. $50. Call 489-2364.
ALASKAN MALAMUTE
" puppies, show and pet
qualities. Champion











bedroom, 1 kt bath home
near Murray High
School. Home is ex-
tremely neat and nicely
decorated, has central




REALTY, at 753-1222 for
more information on






division with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2 Car garage and
many extras. This home
has lovely decor and is
truly unique. Phone us
today for an ap-





homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, -across from the
post office ,or call 753-
.
TWO TO FOUR acres for
sale in a wooded area.
Near Coldwater on
Highway 1836. Call 489-
2651.
Almost Completed
4 bedroom brick with 2
balm, fireplace in ta
seafarer, meat ef city.
2 Bedroom
Ow S. Mb, electric beet, 1
window a ceeditiewer. A
beryls las awe $20,000:
3 Bedroom
On Melrose with at WC
Mikity, brick, peed base
for may $23,500.
2 lardifvf Noma
Oa a 641 IMO% ear Sai-
to Greve Ileptist Cara emd
meet camay deb is14
Mat. Ti, seed ti wee
lase.





"JUST ENOUGH FOR A LITER OF
BOOZE. I'M HONORING "THE COFFEE
soYcarr."
43 Rea' Estate
COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central -heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love the, up-to-the-
minute appointments.




TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alm on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.i.c.,„
FOR SALE - 80 acres,




HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre.oLland on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. -Good well " and
septic 'system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. -.Neubauer,




RUN and play on 11
acres while you toast
your feet in front of your
own fireplace. Unique L










this 3 bedroom 2 bath
Western Cedar home
near Farmington. This




other extras. This brand
new home is situated on
approximately 3 wooded
acres surrounding your
very own pond in scenic
setting. Call 753-8080 or







house in Center Ridge
Subdivision on, Ky.
Lake. Includes 12 x 26
styrofoam boat dock,
fabulous 12 x 12 tree
house with large deck
that has panoramic view
of lake. Call Pat Mobley
or Geneva Giles at
Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate, 753-4451 for
appointment.
South 12th at *censors
TELEPHONE 753-1861
46 Home, For Sale
BIG HOUSE for family,


















Buy now and pick your





BY OWNER- 499 South 6th
Street. Brick, baths. Up-
stairs - 3 bedruvms, storage
 room wall to wall carpet
Two bedrooms downstairs.
Large_ liv,ing room, den, kit-
chen and diritnr -room
Glassed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch 2 fireplaces, one
gas log_ large full basement
- carpeted bathe four
separate roomi, laundry
room, one kitchen sank,
shower Double car garage












Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six tinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1974 VOLVO station















for another 60,000 milers
trouble free tran-
sportation. Rook value,
1875. First $825 takes it.






vinyl roof, one owner.
Call 753-6534
1976 GMC 314 TON. Heavy






air, butket seats, AM-
FM stereo tape. 350 four
---41fteasts Call i$-I6-
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1976 TRANS AM Firebird
Firethorn red, all
power, cap be seen at
Carl's Corner.
RESTORED 1946. Buick
Wildcat. May be seen at
Proctor Repair Service,
641 South. Call 753-2574.
1947 PONTIAC Bon-
neville, block busted, I
think. $90.00. Can see at
506 N. 5th, 753-6911 after
1966 MUSTANG con-
vertible. Needs some
body work. $90. Call
753-1364 after 5.





FOR SALE 1970' Buick
Electra 225 has- all
power and air, driiise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
- - ----Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1970 CHEVELLE Malibu
2 dr. h. t., 350 automatic
with air. $850.00. Phone
354-6217.
1969 GRAND PRIX. Good
condition. Many extras.
Call 753-5566.
1971 MAVERICK, 4 door.
V-8 automatic. Power
and air. 37,000 actual
miles. Excellent con-





1972 FORD PICKUP, 6
cylintlei with air. 1968
Pontiac Bonneville with
air and power. May be
seen at Murray Muffler






white. Bought new in
Benton. Call after 5 p.
m. 436-5552.
1969 CHEVELLE, 4 door,
power steering, factory
air. 307 V-8. $750. Call C.
0. Bondurant, 753-3460.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 PON TlA
Executive, brown, air.




diesel engine, 10 speed r.
r. transmislion. Tan-
dem axle. Engines and
transmission like new
• Looks good.. 63500 or
trade. Call 436-6353.
1974 LTD BROUGHAM, 4
door hardtop. Many
extras. 30,000 actual





stereo, arid tape. $4650.
Call 753-4445.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door, hardtop, AM-FM
stereo, tilt, cruise,
radial tires. $2750. Call
72-4445.
1974 MARK IV. Red with
white top. $5495. Call
753-4445.: _





truck. Runs good. Call
492-8322.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
1963 FORD customized
van; mag wheels, 8





_Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Service, ()Hefei
TAXES PREPARED,
will pick up information
needed at your home
and return" completed
form to you. Call Jim












Don 753-9266 or '7534046
till 4 p. m.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for




gutters installed per HAVING TROUBLE
your specifications. Call getting those small
--Mug-TIYIbr at 753-2310- Plumbing- lobs -done-







struction Co., Route 2:
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.










_rates. Hour or contract.
Call 753-0391.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete 'patio and'
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753.8500.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water








home and industrial, air














WILL DO inside or out-








and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete







barns, etc. Call 767-2357.





carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.




replacement for homes -








bank gravel. Call 436-
-2306.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.








ficient service. NO job




work needs call John
Lane, Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
54 Free Column
THREE MALE AND .2
female , black puppies.
Part Labrador. Call 753-
3453 or. 753-9646.
THREE HALF GROWN
male cats, 2 are Persian






If It s Electronic We II Service It
TV's, Radios, Storims, C.B. Rinks serviced.






at your local grocery
We guarantee you'll like 'ohs.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call -Doug Taylor .













of West Ky. Twin Lakes Recreational
Vehicle Dealers Association
will be held .
Tuesday, February 1
through Sunday, February 6
From 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
at the
Paducah Mall, Paducah, Ky.
Let's talk Quality.
Say, you've heard that before.
So have we, that's why
we did something about it.
We don't just promise Quality, we PROVIDE it
Because we think YOU deserve it.




YOUR LOCAL Marble Manufacturer
-I MAKE
BIG MONEY
Establish dealers with auto
repair shops, car dealers, auto
parts stores, service stations,
etc. New product with proven
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Rev. Carroll Owen To Beleade
For Bible Study At First Church
The Rev. Carroll Owen,
minister of the First Baptist
Church, Paris, Tenn., since
December 1, 1962, will be the
leader for the January Adult
Bible Study to be held at the ,
First Baptist Church. Murray.




Gospel" will be the theme of
the adult study to be held at
six p.m. Sunday, seven to nine
p.m. on Monday and Tuesday,
and 645 to 7:45 p.m. on
Wednesday. Rev. Owen is a
graduate .of Southeast
-Missiouri State College and
the Southern Baphist
Theological Seminary. /He
served as plesident _of the
Tennessee Baptist Convention
in 1975-76.
Classes will be held for other
Rev. Carroll Owen'
age groups as follows: Grades
4-6, In The Land Where Jesus
Lived" with Mrs. Judy Adams
_ and Dirt. Jackie Sykes as
teachers; Grades 1-3, The
Story of Joseph" with Mrs.
Joretta Randolph as teacher;
preschool, "Discovering
Sounds" with Dr. and Mrs.
Charles May as teachers. The
nursery will be provided for
each session.
Rev. Owen will be the
speaker at the seven p.m.
worship services on Sunday
with special music to be by the





The Rev. Bill Clark Thomas,
formerly of Murray. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Thomas of
Trigg County, recently,
resigned as president of the
Baptist Theological Seminary
In Penang, Malaysia.
His wife, the former Ruth
Douglas of Paducah, also
resigned as professor of
music.
In March 1977 the Thomas
family will terminate 13 years
of service as Baptist
Missionaries in Malaysia and
Singapore. They will have
completed the missionary
tenure allowed by the
Malaysian government.
Thomas, who has been
president of the school for
eight years, is its fifth
president. His successor is the
first national to be elected
president of a Baptist
seminary in southeast Asia.
After furloughing in Ken-
tucky the Thomas family .will
be reassigned to a new field of
service by the Foreign
Mission Board.
At 10:45 a.m. Sunday the
pastor of the-church, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will speak
on the subject, -Jesus' Table
Talk" with scripture froth
•Luke 14:1-24. The ordinance of-
The Lord's Supper will be
observed at the morning
services. •
The Adult C'hoir, directed by
Joan Bowker, will sing
"Create in Me A Clean Heart,
0 God" and "Let Us Brtak
Bread Together" at the
morning service. Gus
Robertson, Jr., will direct the
song service with Mrs.
Bowker as organist and Mrs.
Alene Knight as pianist. -
Assisting in the morning
services will be Bill Wilson,
minister of .youth., ond Dr, Ray.
Moore; deacon of the week.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Thomal
Hogancamp, Stanford Andrus,
Paul Dailey, Jr., Jamie
Washer, J. D. Rayburn, -Jack
Wagar, and , Mancil Vinson.
.Volunteer .nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mrs.
James Rogers, Mrs. Max
Beale, Mrs. C. W. Herndon,
Mrs. Carol Fields, Miss Jann
Washer, Miss Jaina Washer,
Mrs. Bobby Malone, Randy
Ma,):, Miss. Kiln Gassam, Dr.
Judith Hood. and Miss Harriet
Hood.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. with Dr. Ken Winters as
superintendent.
‘Aat
unusual snowman was built by
John George, age 12, at 202 North 13th Street. John is a
student at Murray Middle School.
SNOWMAN — This
Weather Hampers Work
jell in the sub-freezing
temperatures. So, that means
a delay of "at least a few more
days," before the city crews
can gerto the pocked streets,
and according to Butler, who
has spent more than two and
one half years on the city
street department job. "It
should take about a week to
repair the holes once the
weather gets better."
But the city workers don't
face the responsibility of
fixing the main thoroughfares
in the city, those state and
federal highways which carry
-the-bulk of the trarispiiffa-litin
going through Murray and
which naturally came up with
the worst problem?
This falls into the lap of
Sherwood Potts, the Kehtueky
Highway Maintenance
foreman for Caltoway County.
For Potts and his dozen
workers, the problem of the
streets center on 12th (U.S.
641) and 4th (Ky. 121 and U.S.
641-Business) where age and,
as Potts, stated," too thin a
top layer" of road surface




Donald L. Story, a member
of the Murray State Univer-
sity music department
faculty, will present a recital
of music for clarinet on
Tuesday, February 1 in the
Clara Eagle Art Gallery on the
4th floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at 8:15 p.m.
The public _is invited and
there is no admission charge.
Compositions . by Spohr,
Osborne, and Wanhal will be
performed.
Story will be assisted by
Mrs. Marie Taylor, piano, also
a member of the MSU music
department faculty.
James Ronald Latimer, president of Hazel W. 0. W.
Camp 138 (left) presented Dr. J. B. Dover and Mrs. Doyet
with an honor plaque and travel clock Friday night. Dr.
Dover has been named the "Outstanding Woodman"
for Hazel. The presentation was made at the
organization's regular monthly meeting held this month
In the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tim Scruggs on Doran
- Murray.
(Continued from Page 11
Unlike Butler, Potts and his
crews haven't had to wait for
the weather to warm for their
repair work. A special burner
allOWS Pott'&street workers to
-dry the hole" and insert the
cold mix-filler, then keep the
temperature up so that the
mixture bonds and a new
surface can be applied. But
they have run into problems.
•When one crew tried to bond
a -mixture on Fourth Street,
Tuesday, the burner failed to
draw the moisture from the
holes and instead drew more
moisture from the pavement
nearby, gd-the job was called
off. Potts planned another try
for Wednesday, but wasn't too
optimistic about the success
until the wetness in the
Federal Help To Offset 1 finter
Losses Of Farmers Uncertain
By BILL BERdstRom
Associate" Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
It's uncertain when Kentucky
farmers will know whether the
federal government will help
with mounting losses due to
animal deaths, high feed bills
and other expenses of the long,
cold winter.
As the cold continues, the
costs go higher, Agriculture
Commissioner Thomas Harris
said Friday. "Malnutrition
and lack of water will really
begin takinif their tall (on
farm animals) if this weather
continues."
Harris has estimated that
the state's farmers have lost
82 million to $4 million a day
during the past three weeks
and that the losses total more
than 841 million statewide.
He has given the figures to
Gov. Julian Carroll and
pavement could lessen. The
shallow depth of many of the
holes was another problem the
crews faced making it difficult_
for the *mii-ture to settle and
bond.
But Potts, like Butler,
predicted a, short duration of
the problem streets and 'ex-
pected that one good day's
work with good weather could
result in the repair of the
major streets.
So, with both the city and the
state street and highway
departments predicting a
short life for the unexpectefi
road bumps, the Murray
driver has but to "grin and





1AP) — A Pennsylvania
court's reversal of W.A.
"Tony" Boyle's murder
convictions brought
expressions of "surprise" and
"shock and dismay" from
current officers of the United
Mine Workers union
Boyle, former union




trial Friday by the Penn-
sylvania Supreme Court,
which set aside his three life
sentences for the slayings of
UMW insurgent Joseph
Yablonski, his wife and
daughter.
"This is the last thing we
need with a national election
coming up," said UMW
Secretary-Treasurer Harry
Patrick.
"I'll have to say a hell of a
lot of politics are being played
here. I'll have to see the
papers before I'll know more
about the decision, but I'll
have to say that some strings
-Some Advantages and have been pulled
Disadvantages To A Church somewhere," he said.
This Size" will be the theme of "I knew an appeal was
the sermons by Bro. John Dale pending, but I'm still very
at the 8:30 ,a.m., 10:-40 a.m„ surprised," said union
and six p.m. worship services President Arnold Miller. "I'm
on Sunday, January 30, at the not sure what the effect of this
Seventh and Poplar Church of decision will be on the rank-
Christ. The morning scripture and-file membership. I'll have
will be from Acts 2:41-42 and to find out more about the
the evening scripture will be decision."
Arts 4:1-4. Miller and Patrick aft
At the 8:30 service Ron opponents, along with Leroy
McNutt will make the an- Patterson of District 23 in
nouncements,'Alan Jones will Kentucky, for the union
direct the song service, Ken presidency in the June elec-
Farley will read the scripture, tion. They were here Friday
and Bud Gibbs and Edward for a week-long meeting of the
Thomas will' lead-in prayers. union's International
Jerry Bolls will direct the Executive Board.
song service and Jack Rose Patrick said he gidn't think
will make the announcements the court ruling would affect
at the 10:40 a.m. and six p.m.' the rank and-file "because I
services. Reading the mor- believe they _made up their
ning scripture will be Ted mind about Mr. Boyle a long
Howard and the evening time ago . . You have to
scripture will be Mark Alls. remember.. that he was con-
Willie Francis and Gary Lanit5 victed of other things, like
will lead morning prayefs and illegally using union funds and
Joe Thornton and Steve making illegal political
Simmons will lead evening contributions."
prayers. ' The board adjourned its
Presiding for The Lord's meeting because of a
Supper will be Wayne Hopkins snowstorm and planned to
and Jerry Humphreys at 8;30 , meet Monday in .Washington
a.m. and Jimmy Ragsdale for further discussion of the
and Tom Ballard at 10:40 a.m. t union's financial deficit.
Lerma Duke will be the teen
nursery helper.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be Edward
Thomas, Ed Thomas, Max
Walker, and Joe Thornton.
Bible Study will be hel4 at down 0.1
In° I  .401** -444-.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.2,
no change.
Below dam 301.0, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.0
January. .
The governor said earlier
that Kentucky was nearing the
point at which natural gas will
be available "only for human
needs."
Nichols said Carroll has no
plans to call an energy
emergency, which allows the
governor to seize fuel supplies
and allocate them where most
needed. •
The governor also is-em-
powered under state law to
order businesses closed and
take virtually whatever steps
necessary to insure the safety
of the Commonwealth.
"He would prefer not to call
one," state Energy Com-
missioner Damon Harrison
said._ "I don't thilk we're
facing that. If we can get
people to conserve. (energy,




federal officials, urging that
federal low-interest loans and
other aid be obtained, a step
that would require declaring
Kentucky an agriciLlutral
disaster area.
"I don't know how quickly
this could happen," Harris
said. "The president of the
secretary of agriculture
probably would be the one to
make the final decision."
Carroll told a news con-
ference his staff was working
with Harris and "we'll be
taking such action as he
deems necessary for the
benefit of Kentucky farmers."
Harris said federal officials_
may want to confirm his
department's assessment of
the problem before deciding
what to do.
Meanwhile, Harris said,
"We're :beginning to have
water problems now. On a lot
( Continued From Page 1)
"We are probably in a worse
situation than other states that
have declared an emergen-
cy," Harrison added. "Maybe
we're just managing it bet-
ter."
Harrison said Carroll would
declare an emergency in the
event that "essential human
needs" could no longer be
met.
As natural gas supplies
dwindled, reserves of the fuel
used most often as a substitute
— propane gas — also reached
a critically low level.
Unlike natural gas that is
piped directly from supplier to
consumer, propane gas is
stored in tanks at the point of
consumption. Depending on
the-size of the tank, wProPana
supply could last several days
or several weeks.
But the natural gas shortage
has placed an unusually high
demand on the liquid gas.
Wagner Says Problems
Should Be A Warning
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API
— The problems resulting
from a natural gas shortage
the past two weeks should be a
warning to federal watchdog
agencies to stop over-
regulating electric utilities,
the chairman of the Tennessee
Valley Authority says.
TVA is the largest producer
of electricity in the country,
with more than 90 per cent of
its power coming from coal
and nuclear ,generating
plants.
"If the country is going to
come out of the energy crisis,
it's going to be done With coal
and nuclear power," Aubrey
Wagner said at TVA's board
meeting here Thursday.
Three-fourths of TVA's
coalfired plants have been
cited by the Environmental
Protection Agency for
violating federal limits on
sulfur-related air pollution.
Five nuclear plants in the
planning stage or under
construction are bogged down
in licensing procedures.
"We're going to have to
solve the problem of coal and
nuclear generation by first
cutting out some of the
frivolities, foolishness and
nonsense that goes on in the
nuclear regulatory process
and the law suits that are
brought to stop nuclear
power," Wagner said.
TVA claims that meeting all
EPA standards at nine coal-
fired plants cited for
violations could increase
of farms the water systems
are all frozen up."
Ponds can be a help, but
shallow ones are freezing to
the bottom and deep ones,
where holes can be chopped to
allow stock to drink, are
developing air spaces between
the ice and the water un-
derneath, Harris said.
As pond levels drop,
animals can't reach the water,
he said. Also, the air space
makes it more likely the ice
will break, plunging animals
into the water, a frequent
cause of death.
In the absence of water,
animals eat snow,Harris said,
but "the cattle just cannot
make it on snow alone.
They may go four or five
days on snow," he said, "but
they'll lose weight quicker and
get in a weakened condition
sooner and then be more
susceptible to cold
'weather—pneumonia or
anything else that comes
along."
Also, Harris said, "if this
thing continues, hay prices
are going to get high."
He said hay prices may rise
Life . .
(Continued From Page 1)
specialized areas. The first
classes are scheduled to start
Feb. 10.
The basic objective of the
"Life and Learning"
program, Jones emphasized,
is to provide opportunities for
the people of the area to learn
the kind of things not offered
in a strictly academic
curricukim.
All courses will be taught on
the Murray State campus,
with exception of the sailing
course, and will meet weekly
with the periods of instruction
ranging from three to 10
weeks. Tuitionls based on per
contract hour of instruction.
Advance registration by
mail is recommended and
strongly encouraged, Dr.
Jones said, since enrollment
consumers' electric bills by as_  in a _number of the classea is
much as 50 per cent.
Godwin Williams, TVA's
power system manager, said
below normal temperatures in
the Tennessee Valley from
mid-December through- mid-
January mean electric bills
will increase sharply,
although the cost per kilowatt
hour is the same as last year. 762-4159 and 762-2086.
TVA's director of tributary
development, Mike Foster,
said the natural gas shortage
has shut down 40 plants and
laid off 21,000 industrial
workers in the Tennessee
Valley.
Hardest hit is the apparel
industry, where natural gas is
used in many • textile
processes, he added. Eleven
plants with 6,900 jobs affected
were- closed at one time or
another because of the
shortage, he said.
The TVA board awarded 12
contracts Thursday, but only
one of them was for low-sulfur
coal. The board also
authorized the purchasing
division to _ seek possible
suppliers outside the normal
bidding process who could
meet future coal demands.
MEETING PLANNED
The Finance Committee of
the Southwest Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club
will meet Monday, January
31, at 4:00 p. m. at the
downtown branch of the Bank
of Murray. The group will
decide, on the disbursement of
money in the PTC treasury.
Evangelist Dick Mills, left, and the Rev. Charles P. Sch-
mitt of Grand, Rapids, Minn., will be featured at the
Maranatha Leadership Training School to be held at the
Ken Bar Inn Resort Motel starting Friday, February 4, at
7(30 p.m. and continuing through Sunday, February 6.
These leadership schools are held monthly by the
Maranatha Ministries. For further _ information con-
 . stulioLthsiakning.whoaLpeaa?rt.p.vbsilL7s2-6664,..
limited. For additional in-
formation or a complete
brochure on all the classes,
interested persons should
write or call Dr. Jones. His
address is Center for Con-
tinuing Education, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.
42071. The phone numbers are
Episcopal Church
Plans Communion
Holy Communion will be
celebrated by the St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, Murray, at
the 9:45 a.m. services on
Sunday, January St
The Rev. Stephen Daven-
port will be the celebrant and
Ben Moore will serve as
acolyte.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at eleven a.m.
"We Are One" Will
Be Sermon Subject
For ,Dr: Fisher •
The Rev. Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., minister of the
First United Methodist
Church, will be the speaker at
the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m, ser-
vices on Sunday, January 30,
at the church.
-We Are One" will be the
subject of the sermon with the
text to be from Revelation
3:20-22 and Matthew 7:7-12.
Sunday will be Human
Relations Day: in the United
Methodist Church with the,
objective of .the day to be to
help break down walls of
class, wealth and poverty,
generations: culture and
language as well as barriers
between races, according to
First United Methodist
Church Bulletin,
Linda Hoffman will sing a
solo, "I Will Serve Thee," at
the 8:45 service. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem,
"Worship ',Canticle," at the
10:50 service.
Greeters for Sunday will be
George Stockton, Linda
Stockton, Willie Jackson, and
Martha Jackson.
Church School will be
between the morning services.
The Junior and Senior High
UMYF grOups will meet at
5:30 p.m. Sunday for supper
to the point where farmers_
should consider feeding their
livestock on grain 41de/id. "It
might be cheaper and more
nutritious to feed them corn





who must renew their
teaching certificates for the
1977-78 school year must have
completed a master's degree
or a planned fifth year
program, school superin-
tendents have been informed.
In a letter to all school
superintendents, Dr. Sidney
Simandle, director of the
Division of Teacher Education
and Certification, explained
the renewal requirements
recently reaffirmed by the
Kentucky Council on Teacher
Education and Certification
and the State Board of
Education.
Teachers who "have not
completed the requirements
will not be eligible for re-
employment for the 1977-78
school year," Simandle said.
Superintendents are cautioned
to make sure certification is
forthcoming before hiring a
teacher who graduated 10 or
more years ago.
"As a matter of equity, the
Department of Education will
apply the same conditions to
all certificate applicants, both
in-state and out-of-state
gradtates," Simandle '• said.
In unusual circumstances or'
hardship cases, a one-year
reinstatement provision would
give the teacher one year to
complete the requirements if
the move is recommended by
the employing school
superintendent and if at least
one-third of the requirements
for renewal have already been
met.
Dr. David C. Roos
To Speak Sunday,
Christian Church
Dr. David C-. Roos, minister
of the First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ), will
speak' on the subject, "The
Injustice of God?" at the 10:45
a.m. services on Sunday,
January 30.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist, will
sing the anthem, "Prayer To
Jesus."
Fred Wells will be worship
leader, Danny Fleming will be
candle lighter, Dr.., Woodf in
Rutson will direct- "Listen A
Minute," and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hopkins and Miss
Rozella Henry will be
greeters.
Elders serving will be
Bailey Gore and Auburn
Wells. Deacons will be Henry
Fulton, B. D. Hall, John Hall,
Coleman McKeel, Dan
McKeel, Robert Puttoff, and
Steve Shaw.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of Kirk Pool by his
wife.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. The Church Board will
hold a special call meeting
immediately following the
morning worship service.
The Youth Choir practice
Will be at five pin., the youth
groups will meet for supper at
5:30 p.m., and both groups will
meet for programs at six p.m.
Memorial Church
Plans Services
The Rev. Jerrell White,
minister of the Memorial
'Baptist Church, will .be the
speaker at the 10:50 a.m. and
seven p.m. worship seri/tees
on Sunday, January 30, at the
church.
"New Born Again" will be
thO selection by the Sanctuary,
010% directed by the Rev.
Ron Hampton with Mrs.
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Mrs. Diane Dixon as
pianist, at the morning ser-
vice.
Guy Cunningham, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
service that morning.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. Sunday with Elbert
Thomason as director, and
and at six p.m. for separate- Church Training will be at six,
woe,
•
•, •
•
